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The first problem, this thesis discusses, is building and evaluating an absorberdesorber process model by comparing results with experimental data. The model
is evaluated in different levels. Starting with the thermodynamic model, the heat
of absorption is calculated and compared based on different literature data and
built in software methods. Many of the results turned out to be equally good since
the results of literature data scatters in a wide range. A pattern is observed, that
the heat of absorption in the absorption desorption range is proportional to the
temperature in Kelvin. Investigating the mass transfer model, the classic equilibrium and non-equilibrium model approach is evaluated.The process model is then
compared with pilot plant experiment results. By focusing on certain parameters
that characterize the operation the best, the non-equilibrium model is superior to
the equilibrium model. Based on the results of column temperature and concentration profiles, regeneration energy demand the simulation results are within 10%
to the experimental runs for two different CO2 content of test gases. Different
types of flue gases including test gases and biogas are applied to the evaluated
model in order to investigate the change of the optimal operating conditions. This
investigation is carried out for constant gas flow and for constant boiler output. It
is shown how the CO2 content, absorbed amount of CO2 and specific desorption
energy demand are in a function of each other.

The constant gas flow and the constant boiler output investigation is extended with
a so called flexibility analysis where the removal rate is varied. The CO2 balance
of the capture process is investigated in various CO2 removal rates assuming different cases. Finally the capacity and efficiency improvement of such process is
studied. Different cases are studied and then compared with each other. These
cases are boosting the reboiler energy, varying the desorber pressure, inserting second absorber-desorber system and increasing the absorber column height. Results
show that the specific reboiler energy demand can be kept reasonably low, well
above 90% CO2 removal rate with reasonably high desorption pressure and high
absorber columns. In case of retrofitting an existing capture system a second series of absorber-desorber system can keep the specific reboiler energy at reasonable
levels while increasing the overall capture capacity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and topic of
choice
1.1

Motivation

In this first Chapter I will give the basic thoughts that drove my work, the approach.

Finishing a 5 year master’s course (MSc) in energy technology (energy engineering)
at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics, at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, in 2009 thanks to the opportunity spending my last semester
at the University of Kaiserslautern in Germany, and my work on carbon-dioxide
capture from flue gases has begun. That time it was a rather new and futuristic
approach to the problems we were facing of climate change. Moreover in our earlier classroom studies the accepted views on greenhouse gas emission of Hungary
was that the unfortunate economic history, namely that most of Hungarian heavy
industry was in a decline since the fall of the Iron Curtain. As a consequence the
CO2 emissions became also in a decline therefore it was beneficial to meet the
Kyoto protocol [12]. By 1998 when the Kyoto protocol was ratified in Hungary the
proposed levels were not just already met but the Hungarian share of the emissions
could also be sold in the Emission market. So it seemed to be a win-win situation at that time. In the meantime there were other approaches of various kinds
towards a more green economy. One of these was the application of renewable
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energies and the utilization of co- and trigeneration energy production. Due to the
market condition, the state has subsidized the price of such energy production and
until 2010, the energy produced this way, went under the ”mandatory off-take system” that ensured feasibility. In 2010 the economical tension between the Russian
federation and Ukraine endangered the continuous natural gas supplies towards
Hungary. Even though Hungary has developed a system of strategic natural gas
and oil reserves, increased consumption stresses the gas pipe system so much that
certain industrial consumers are obligated to switch to alternative fuels as long as
necessary. As a consequence, by now conventional power plants boiler is equipped
with various burners. Besides the mentioned continuous production safety there
are economical reasons to that as well. As the fuel prices vary in time, it may also
occur that boilers operate in so called co-firing mode. In this special firing mode
the natural gas and oil or coal and biomass are burned often together. Regardless
of the actual reason such change in a burning system has its consequences that
may stress any bound process. These historic and techno-economic changes gave
the backbone of my interest that motivated my research work.

1.2

The Aims of This Work

With the possibilities of process simulators, validated numerical models are able to
cover a large field of operating conditions that may come up in actual cases. Furthermore these simulations save time, reduce costs and give an assurance in process
design and during operation phase. With these tools, my goal is to investigate the
different circumstances of industrial gas cleaning, with the focus of the separation
of CO2 from the main gas stream.

1.3

Approach

The bases of this work are the results of pilot scale experiments that have been carried out at the Laboratory of Thermodynamics at the University of Kaiserslautern.
The pilot plant has been used as a tool for the CASTOR and CESAR projects of
European FP7 program. The model building, verification and model analysis have
been carried out in the process modeling software Aspen Plus by Aspen Technology.
Environmental impact assessment is provided by the database of SimaPro software.
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At all phases of the simulations, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets are created in order
to have better monitoring of the process. These workbooks are always connected
to Aspen Plus through Visual Basic for Applications and Aspen Custom Modeler.
This way, with this linkage the total control of Aspen Plus is available, including
actions such as simulation running and all parameters in every unit available for
input and readout from Aspen. Such software connections can greatly improve
the efficiency of computer-aided engineering work, and this automation accelerates
data processing.

1.4

Overview of the Dissertation

• In Chapter 2 a literature review is presented in connection with the investigated topics: greenhouse gases, the potential sources of CO2 , possible meth-

ods for capturing CO2 with highlighting the absorber-desorber process and
potential absorbent materials. This chapter is to introduce the technological
problem, places investigated topic among other possible solutions and finally
gives the main direction this dissertation investigates.

• Chapter 3 explains how the complete process model is built up. This chapter

gives an insight to the different building blocks of the model from the base
thermodynamic model to the the mass transfer model all the way to how
the communication of the simulation model with an evaluation spreadsheet
accelerates and improves the investigation.

• In Chapter 4, the process model is tested and verified. The model verification
includes the simulation of individual column analysis, and step by step the
process is closed down to show the behavior of the actual absorber-desorber
system in various operating conditions.

• In Chapter 5, the absorber-desorber system is investigated by introducing

different composition flue gases. In the first case the constant flue gas flow
is assumed and in the second case the constant energy from different fuels
are assumed and realized in different flue gas flows. In this chapter the environmental aspect of the CO2 capture is introduced. This chapter includes
the investigation of capacity and efficiency improvement of the investigated

3
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process by retrofitting consideration and parameter variation.

• Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the major new results of this thesis.

4

Chapter 2

State of the art
2.1

Greenhouse gases and effects

There are specific molecules that are able to absorb radiation in the infrared wavelength. As the energy level of such molecules elevate, they sets a flexing motion.
In favor of lower energy levels these molecules emit an infrared photon and return
to their original state.
The Earth’s atmosphere also contains such molecules, so as the Sun and the warmed
land emit infrared photons, they will be absorbed, and re-emitted partly towards
the Earth. This repeated absorption and re-emission by such molecules causes a
heating of the Earth. This phenomenon is the core cause of the so called Greenhouse effect and the gases having this property are referred to as Greenhouse gases
(GHG).
Besides CO2 , the most notable greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere are
listed in Table 2.1. It can be observed that each of these gases have different
contribution to the Greenhouse effect. The measure of this contribution in a time
frame is the Global Warming Potential (GWP). The time horizon must be always
added to the calculation since each molecule has different residence time in the

5
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atmosphere. GWP is a relative value where the reference value refers to carbondioxide. Equation 2.1 shows how GWP is calculated,
R0

GW P = RT0H

TH

where:

ax · [x (t)] dt

(2.1)

ar · [r (t)] dt

T H refers to the time horizon in years
ax is the radiative efficiency due to a unit increase in atmospheric abundance of
the substance (i.e., W m−2 kg −1 )
ar is the radiative efficiency of CO2 due to a unit increase in atmospheric abundance of the substance (i.e., W m−2 kg −1 )
x(t) and r(t) are the time-dependent decay of the Gas and for CO2 in abundance
of the substance. [13, 14]

Table 2.1: GWP of certain gases [5, 6]

Lifetime
years
12.4
13.4
45.0
121.0
50 000.0

CH4
HF C − 134
CF C − 11
N2 O
CF4

GWP
20 years
84
3710
6900
264
4880

GWP
100 years
28
1300
4660
265
6630

Summing up all GWP and multiplying by the amount of gas released to the atmosphere eventually gives the so called carbon-dioxide equivalent CO2 e (see eq. 2.2).
A similar and simplified expression is also in use. In case focusing on CO2 and
CH4 emission of a system, product life cycle etc. in the time frame of 100 years, it
is called the carbon footprint. These measures as the unification of GHGs give a
good insight of climate change air pollution, that provides a major tool for process
evaluation from perspective of the environmental impact. Utilizing the unit CO2 e
with the atmospheric concentration, Table 2.2 summarizes the major contributors
of the Greenhouse effect.

CO2 e =

X

(GW P · GHGemitted )

(2.2)
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CO2 emission: sources, tendencies and worries

In the last 70 years the CO2 content of the earth atmosphere has risen from 300
ppm to 400 ppm. This tendency is partly a cause of human activities. Anthropogenic CO2 emissions are after all originated from fossil fuel combustion. This
human activity is particularly important because the energy we consume is the
main driving force in our everyday micro and on global macro scales as well. The
primary energy consumption has more than quadrupled in this time frame. Figure
2.1 shows this tendency and gives a forecast until 2035. In Figure 2.1 a, the nominal energy usage is shown in tons of oil equivalent (1 toe = 41.868 gigajoules (GJ))
and Figure 2.1 b, shows the primary energy source percentage. The tendency is
quite clear. The carbon free energy industries, such as the usage of the renewable
(incl. biomass) hydro power and nuclear power give the minor stake of the overall
energy consumption. The major part of the consumption continues to be backed
by fossil fuels, such as coal, oil and natural gas. There is however a change among
the fossil fuel usage. The tendency shows natural gas to be more dominant with
time and the usage of oil and coal is expected to decrease.
It is clear that the human energy consumption is continually growing and it is
closely associated with the CO2 emission and climate change [1, 15, 16]. There are
number of approaches to this challenge, e.g.:
.
• Energy rationalization

• Application of renewable energy sources
• CCS techniques

Table 2.2: Greenhouse Gases’ impact on the overall greenhouse effect
[7]

Compound

Water vapor and
clouds
Carbon dioxide
Methane
Ozone

Formula

H2 O

Concentration in
atmosphere[23]
(ppm)
10—50 000

CO2
CH4
O3

400
1.8
2—8

Contribution (%)

36—72%
9—26%
4—9%
3—7%
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Figure 2.1: World annual primary energy usage and forecast [1]

The energy rationalization is the collective idea of minimal energy usage and maximal efficiency in energy conversion for systems including media for energy storage
in either in the form of potential-, kinetic-, chemical energies [17]. Optimization,
increasing energy efficiency, the use of regenerative energies could be the steps forward. In the industrial practice, the usefulness has been realized by designing with
the minimal external heating and cooling utility usage by preferring heat exchange
between process streams. These systems also include continuous monitoring on
energy consumption and are sensitive to energy related costs.
For CCS techniques, such conditions are preferable where the CO2 is present in
a concentrated form and in vast amounts, preferably at one geographical point.
These places are collectively called point sources. Good examples for point sources
are the followings: power stations, cement factories, steel mills, oil refineries, oil
fields etc [18, 19]. Figure 2.2 shows the final energy consumption of the European
Union (EU) by sector. It can be seen that the point sources fit to the energy
conversion sector and to the industry sector.
If we take a closer look to the energy sector, especially to the electricity production,
Figure 2.3 shows that fossil fuel power plants produce more than 45% of the total
electricity. This is the reason why conventional power plants are one of the main
potential point sources of CO2 capture.

Chapter 2. State of the art

Figure 2.2: The final energy consumption of EU by sector [2]

2.1.2

CO2 capture methods

In the energy industry and the heavy industry most GHGs emissions are found in
flue gases [20] and there are three major approaches for competing to go commercial.
• Pre-combustion capture: The approach of pre-combustion capture is the

conversion of the fuel or in literature it can be also found as the process
for fuel decarbonization (see Figure 2.4). Starting with a carbon rich fuel
such as coal, biomass, oil etc. is heated to high temperatures and reacted
with steam, that is called the gasification of carbon. This way H2 , CO and

CO2 is formed. To enrich H2 and CO2 more water is introduced and the so
called water gas shift reaction takes place. At this phase the content of CO2
can reach 30% with the overall pressure of 20-30 bar. This condition allows
the separation of the CO2 and H2 to be done in relatively small absorption
vessels with the solvents such as methanol. Some commercial scale plants
utilizing this CO2 capture method have been built and they are called the
IGCC (Integrated classification combine cycle) plants. These plants are able
to produce electricity at high efficiency of 41% and by applying the CO2

9
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Figure 2.3: Electricity production of the EU by source [3]
capture it is still between 34-35%. This advantage however comes at a price
of having a system very complex, that is less flexible to control and such
plants can only be built new. This essentially means that from short to
midterm time-periods, it is unlikely to replace existing power generating
units.

Figure 2.4: Process flow of pre-combustion capture
• Oxy fuel combustion: The main principle of oxy fuel combustion is to elim-

inate all inert from the combustion (see Figure 2.5), therefore the N2 is

separated by cryogenic distillation from the combustion air prior to the firing. In the case of combustion with air the usual flame temperature is not
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more than 2000 ◦ C. If the combustion air only contains oxygen the generated heat will not be absorbed and the flame temperature rises fare above
3500 ◦ C that is much higher than the melting point of steel that is in use
in power plant boilers. To overcome this issue, water injection and/or CO2
recirculation is needed to absorb part of the produced heat. After firing, the
produced flue gas has 70-85% CO2 content, that is relatively easy to enrich.
Besides CO2 , water- SO2 - and HCl content increases potential corrosion
related problems and N Ox emission decreases by a significant amount since
the only nitrogen source to form N Ox gases comes from the fuel. Oxy fuel
combustion is considered to be an alternative to the short-midterm technological answer to CO2 reduction as existing power plant may be retrofitted
to oxy fuel combustion.

Figure 2.5: Process flow of oxy fuel combustion and capture
• Post-combustion capture (PCC): This is the so called end of pipe treatment
method. Post-combustion capture method deals with a gas mixture after the

combustion and the energy extraction is done. The flue gas goes through a
number of cleaning phases starting with the ash separation and continuing
with the N Ox , SOx removal according to the fuel and the type of the combustion. The last step of the flue gas treatment is the CO2 separation before
the purified gas is injected into the stack (see 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Process flow of post combustion capture

2.1.3

Absorption-desorption systems

The most common and widely used process for PCC is an absorber-desorber system.
What makes this process so well known and attractive is its simple application in
retrofit case and its history in chemical engineering. Such gas handling/purification
have been used for decades, in synthesis gas production, natural gas sweetening etc.
[21]. However applying an existing process to a new case it is always a challenge.
A simplified schematic layout of an absorption-desorption system is shown in Figure
2.7. It consists of two main columns. The pre-treated gas is introduced at the
bottom of the absorber column, by a blower ventilator, while the fresh absorbent
liquid enters the column on the top part. These two streams are flowing counter
current with each other in the column. In the columns there are special liquiddistributors and collectors to make sure that the liquid and the gas phase are evenly
mixed. To maximize mass transfer, high specific area column packings are used.
The purified gas leaves the absorption section as it leaves the liquid distributor
on the top. In order to minimize absorbent loss, in most cases there is an extra
section of packings with a water cycle. The loaded absorbent leaves the absorber
column at the bottom. Its pressure is raised by a pump to avoid any gas escape
until it is introduced to the desorber column. Such gas escape may happen in
the pre-heater (process-process heat exchanger) as the absorbent begins to boil
before it is introduced to the desorber. With the process-process heat exchangers
heat is recovered in order to decrease regeneration utility energy demand. The
pre-heated rich absorbent is than introduced at the top of the desorber column
and flows downwards. The desorber is fitted with the same or similar column
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packings as the absorber. The reboiler in the bottom has two purposes. First
it produces steam to reduce the gas phase CO2 concentration and it introduces
heat to the system breaking bonds to liberate CO2 from the absorbent. As a
consequence the absorbent is regenerated and after leaving the reboiler it is cooled
down with the mentioned process-process and than process-utility heat exchangers.
The process-utility heat exchangers can cool the absorbent to lower temperatures
that is favorable for absorption. As the lean absorbent leaves the heat exchanger
series the cycle starts again. On the top of the desorber mainly a mixture of steam
and CO2 rises. These are cooled down and separated in the condenser. To keep
the water balance of the system the condensed water is reinjected to the desorber
and the CO2 is compressed and transported according to further processes.

Figure 2.7: Capture process flowsheet
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Absorbent materials

Choosing the adequate absorbent material for carbon capture has a major impact
on the process performance. The absorbent material has to fulfill a number of
expectations. These are:
• high cyclic capacity (the difference between lean and rich loading)

• low or non corrosivity [22, 23]
• low price [24, 25, 26]
• high stability [27]

• fast reaction kinetics [28]
• high selectivity

• low regeneration heat demand [13]
• low vapor pressure [29]
• low toxicity [30]

Over the years, the most recognized absorbents turned out to be the amine based
solvents. In similar cases, for gas sweetening in the oil and natural gas industry,
amine based solvents are used for decades. There are three major groups of the
potential amine based absorbents. Amine compounds are distinguished by the
number of organic groups attached to the alcanol nitrogen. So, monoethanolamine
(MEA) is a primary, diethanolamine (DEA) and piperazine (PZ) are secondary,
methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) and triethanolamine (TEA) is tertiary. Within
these groups of amines, the main trend is that primary and secondary amines
usually react faster than tertiary amines but have higher heats of absorption.
The major drawback of amine-based absorbents is that the energy required for the
process is relatively high. In the case of amine-based absorption-desorption CO2
capture system, about 70% of the overall energy demand is needed during solvent
regeneration for CO2 stripping [31].
In the following simulation work, the 30w% aqueous solution of MEA were used as
absorbent. This mixture is frequently studied and applied because its properties are
quite well known, which makes it the most suitable for wide scale modeling studies
and gives an excellent ground for the comparison for different case scenarios of unit
operations. [25, 28, 32, 33]

Chapter 3

Simulation model
3.1

Introduction

This chapter is to describe the basic background of the most often applied simulations models.

3.1.1

Mass transfer model

The simulation and design of absorber and/or distillation column is traditionally
completed with the so called equilibrium model. The equilibrium model applies
for almost every type of columns. The basis of this model is that in a packed
column, as the vapor and the liquid phase are in contact with each other by flowing
counter current, there must be a column height where the exiting streams are in
thermodynamic equilibrium. This is the common definition of the so called Height
Equivalent Theoretical Plate (HETP). In Figure 3.1 this height is considered to
be an equilibrium stage of a column. In trayed columns one equilibrium stage
usually considered to be one tray and as for packed columns, the HETP is measured
for various operating points and published by the vendor. In real life situations
equilibrium on a tray barely achieved and the published HETP values can also differ
from the vendors data, therefore the performance of a column is usually extended
with an efficiency (tray efficiency or Murphree efficiency), that can be measured or
estimated from earlier experiences. The equation for the Murphree stage efficiency
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is as follows (see eq. 3.1) where the denominator represents the ideal mole fraction
difference of the nth stage and the counter shows the real mole fraction difference.

Emp =

yn − yn+1
yn∗ − yn+1

(3.1)

The Murphree stage efficiency is a very straight forward solution for calculating
with any unwanted behavior in the column. Such phenomenons as foaming, flooding etc. and any intended change in the column like the F-factor that cause a
deviation to the theoretical behavior is lumped under this factor.[9] This feature
of the Murphree efficiency makes it a short cut method that is fast however it tells
little when comes to model analysis or parameter sensitivities.
Krishna [10] tried to overcome this problem and proposed another option for mass
transfer process like absorption, rectification modeling where the mass transfer
rate is calculated according to the parameters of the mass transfer area, that is
the exact geometrical parameters of the column and its internal and components’
physicochemical features [34, 35, 36].

Figure 3.1: Equilibrium stage
This so called ”rate-based” method takes into account mass and heat transfer
limitations and the method has been found many application, like Mores(2011)
[34], Ross(2003) [35], Simon(2011) [36]. The major advantage of the rate-based or
non-equilibrium model is that completely avoid the calculation of HETP and/or
Murphree efficiency but, on the contrary, it badly needs reliable and consistent
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mass and heat transfer coefficients at vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces [37]
and demands additional data e.g. viscosity, surface tension, thermal conductivities
etc. for calculations and requires more computing power. The basic idea of the
rate based model is that the defined stages are not in equilibrium, but there is a
mass transfer barrier in between the bulk phases. In this barrier two film layers
are assumed. Within these film layers the diffusion of the molecules are calculated
originally with the Stefan Maxwell equation 3.2. At the interface of these film
layers equilibrium is achieved. The different segments of a non equilibrium stage
is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Rate-based mass transfer stage
The segmentation of a column by these non-equilibrium segments is an important
matter. If the number if the segments are too low, then one segment accounts for
a large height of the column so the mass transfer of that region will be abstract
and may not represent the column sufficiently, however it takes less computation
time for the simulation. The high number of segments provides an opposite result.
The number of segments accounts for the backmixing in the column. The more
segments are assumed the least is the backmixing [38]. As a consequence, the
number of segments of rate-based calculation is an important and it should be
determined at the model validation.
dyi
=
dx

X

k=1,k6=1

xi Nk − yk Ni
ct Dik

(3.2)
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Column internal definition

Once the rate-based method is chosen, there are additional information that must
be given in order to define a column.
• Mass transfer coefficient method calculates the binary mass transfer coefficient in the liquid and the gas phases (see eq.3.2).

• Heat transfer coefficient method calculates heat transfer coefficients from the
binary mass transfer coefficients [10].

• Heat transfer factor is a scaling factor for heat transfer. The heat transfer

coefficient predicted by the correlations can be adjusted to match observed
behavior.

• Interfacial area method calculates the area of the mass transfer at the gas/liquid interface

• Interfacial area factor is a scaling factor for interfacial area. The area predicted by the correlations can be adjusted to match the observed behavior.

• Holdup method calculates the liquid holdup.
These parameters and correlations are necessary to be defined because in general
their values are dependent on such parameters as column diameter and operating
parameters such as viscosity, vapor and liquid flow rates, densities, surface tension
of liquid, and vapor and liquid phase binary diffusion coefficients. Mass transfer
coefficients, interfacial areas, and liquid holdup also depend on the type, size, specific surface area, and construction material of packing, or on the type, weir height,
weir and flow path length, and downcomer area of trays. Most parameters can vary
by stage, but only depend on the properties for that stage. The correlations and
parameters that were used can be found in Appendix A.

3.1.3

Flow models

In Aspen plus, the rate-based model is called RateSep. In this RateSep model, there
are four flow models to determine the bulk properties relative to the inlet and outlet
properties for each phase on each stage. These models are called: mixed, countercurrent, Vplug and VplugP. The Mixed model assumes the bulk properties to be the
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same as the stream leaving the non-equilibrium stage. This assumption is similar
to the equilibrium stage assumption. The counter-current model assumes the bulk
phases to the average of the inlet and the outlet properties of one stage. The Vplug
model uses the outlet values for the liquid phase and the average (inlet/outlet)
values for the gas phase for the bulk except for the pressure where the liquid phase
is used. The VplugP model is similar to the Vplug model, but the pressures are
calculated as average of the inlet and outlet pressures. Each of these flow models
give better characteristic to different column internals. For packed columns the
mixed or counter-current flow model is usually suggested [39].

3.1.4

Reaction mechanism

The reaction mechanism in the liquid phase is calculated assuming a series of
reactions are taking place in parallel. The list of the reactions is the following:
water dissociation 3.3, carbonate formation 3.4, MEA- protonation 3.5, Hydrogen
carbonate formation 3.6 and the carbamate formation 3.7. This reaction group
gives the chemical boundary of the simulation model and it is calculated with
eq.3.8, where Keq is the reaction equilibrium constant, x is the component mole
fraction and γ is the activity coefficient and v is the stoichiometric coefficientf.

2H2 O

H3 O+ + OH −

HCO3− + H2 O

M EA + H3 O+

CO2 + 2H2 O

M EA + HCO3−

(3.3)

H3 O+ + CO32−

(3.4)

H2 O + M EAH +

(3.5)

H3 O+ + HCO3−

(3.6)

M EACOO− + H2 O

(3.7)
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This reaction mechanism is used in every case where reaction equilibrium is assumed, such cases are in flowsheeting where: streams, flash vessels, heaters/heat
exchanger-, mixer- and splitter- unit ops. are modeled.
Q
v
(xp γp )
Keq = Q
v
(xe γe )

(3.8)

There are practically two common ways of defining the Keq values and their temperature dependency. The first is to calculate it from the standard Gibbs free
energies. This is the more straightforward and base case approach since the software’s chemical databank provides the demanded data.
The second approach is to regress lab experiment results for each reaction and
form a temperature dependent function. Equation 3.9 is the form that Aspen Plus
uses, where A,B,C and D are constants. The value of the reaction equilibrium
constant is particularly important in this case since there is a lot of thermal effects
involved in the reactions. This thermal effect is calculated according to the Van’t
Hoff equation (equation 3.10) [40]. It can be seen that, the overall enthalpy of a
reaction is directly linked to the reaction equilibrium constants (equation 3.11).

lnKeq = A + B/T + C · ln(T) + D · T


dlnK
dt



=
p

∆H
RT2

∆H = −R(B + C · T + D · T2 )

3.1.5

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

The Liquid Phase model

The liquid phase is described by the Electrolyte Non-Random Two-liquid (ENRTL)
model [41, 42]. The ENRTL model is originated from Chen and Evans 1979 [43]. It
is a development of the well known local-composition model NRTL by Renon and
Prausmitz [44] that calculates the excess Gibbs free energy of solution. The ENRTL
model has two extension terms to the original NRTL (see equations 3.17, 3.18, 3.19,
3.20, 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29) model that takes long
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range ion-ion interactions and short range forces between ion-ion and ion-molecule
species. According to Chen [45] there are two fundamental assumptions:
• the local composition of cations (anions) around anions (cations) is zero,

which is equivalent to assuming that repulsive forces between ions of like
charge are extremely large

• the distribution of anions and cations around a central solvent molecule is
such that the net local ionic charge is zero.

g ex /RT = g ex∗,longrange /RT + g ex∗,local /RT

(3.12)

where:
g ex molar excess Gibbs free energy
g ex∗,longrange long range contribution represented by the Ptizer-Debye-Hűckel equation
g ex∗,local short range contribution, represented by the local composition model
R gas constant
T temperature (K)
According to Austgen [46] the long range ion-ion term is the Debye-Hűckel formula
reformulated by Pitzer [47].

g ex∗,longrange /RT = −

X

k xk



1, 000/Ms )1/2 (4Aφ Ix /ρ)ln( 1 + ρIx1/2 (3.13)

where Ms is the solvent molecular weight, Ix is the ionic strength (see eq.3.15) on
mole fraction scale and Aφ is the Debye-Hückel constant for osmotic coefficient.
Aφ is a function of the solvents dielectric constant and the mixed solvent density
(see eq. 3.14). [48]
Aφ = (1/3) (2πN0 d/1000)

1/2

e2 /DkT

(3/2)

(3.14)
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Ix = (1/2)

X

Zi2 xi

(3.15)

Equation 3.13 takes the ideal dilute state of an electrolyte solvent as a reference
state. Since the reference state for ionic species in a mixed solvent is chosen to be
the ideal dilute state in water, the Born term is added to account for this difference
[49]. The sum of the Born correction and the reformulated Debye-Hückel formula
represents the long range contribution to equation 3.12

g

ex∗,longrange

/RT =



e2
2kT



1
1
−
Ds
Dw

!
 X
xi zi2
10−2
r
i
i

(3.16)

Where Ds , represents the dielectric constant of the mixed solvent and Dw , represents the dielectric constant of pure water, r is the ionic radius, x is the liquid-phase
mole fraction based on true species, molecular and ionic and z is the absolute value
of ionic charge.
The ENRTL model, for Alkanolamine-water system used for acid gas sweeting was
first chosen by Austgen who used it with MEA, DEA, MDEA and Diglycolamine
(DGA) in the framework of Aspen Plus.

g

ex∗,local

=

X
m

Xm

P

Xj Gjm τjm
P
k Xk Gkm
j

!

+

X

X

Xa0
P

P

0
0
j Gjc,a c τjc,a c

+
P
0
c
a0
a00 Xa00 (
k Xk Gkc,a c )
P
X
X
Xc0 j Gja,c0 a τja,c0 a
P
 P
+
Xa
0
00
a
c0
c X 00 (
k Xk Gka,c a )

Xc

c

(3.17)
with
Gcm =

Gam =

P
a Xa Gca,m
P
0
a0 Xa

(3.18)

P
c Xc Gca,m
P
0
c0 Xc

(3.19)
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P
a Xa αca,m
P
0
a0 Xa

(3.20)

P
c Xc αca,m
= P
0
c0 Xc

(3.21)

αcm =

αam

where the subscript c refers to cations, a refers to anions and m refers to molecules.

Gjc,a0 c = exp (−αjc,a0 c τjc,a0 c )

Gja,c0 a = exp (−αja,c0 a τja,c0 a )

Gja,c0 a = exp (−αja,c0 a τja,c0 a )

Gca,m = exp (−αca,m τca,m )

Gim = exp (−αim τim )

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

τma,ca = τam − τca,m + τm,ca

(3.27)

τmc,ac = τcm − τca,m + τm,ca

(3.28)

τ =a+
Where:

(3.22)

b
T

(3.29)
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α is the nonrandomness parameter
τ is the binary energy interaction parameter
As it is indicated in eq. 3.29, τ has a temperature dependency. It is impossible to
measure these parameters so they are regressed numerically. The values of these
parameters can be found in the Appendix A and they originate from the works of
Austgen [46].

3.1.6

Gas phase model

The thermodynamics used in the gas phase is governed by the theory of Redlich
and Kwong ([50]) equation of state with the modification of Soave[51]. It is given
by the following equation

P =

a·α
R·T
−
Vm − b Vm · (Vm + b)

(3.30)

Where:

a : is a constant of the cohesion forces
b : is a constant to correct the volume

RTci
Pci

(3.31)

R2 Tc21
Pc1

(3.32)

bi = 0.08664

ai = 0.42747

αi = [1 + mi (1 − Tr0.5
)]2
j

(3.33)

mi = 0.48 + 1.57ωi − 0.176ωi2

(3.34)
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Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium

At the interface of the two film layers the vapor and the liquid phases are in
equilibrium. The calculation of the phase equilibrium is described by Austgen[46].
The phase equilibrium is described with the extended Raoult’s law 3.35.

poi (T ) · ϕoi · exp



vio · (p − poi )
R·T



· xi · γi = p · yi · ϕli , i = H2 O, M EA

(3.35)

where γi is the activity coefficient for electrolytes, xi is the mole fraction of thr i-th
component in the liquid, p◦i (T ) is the partial pressure of component i at temperature
T, φ is the fugacity coefficient, xi is the mole fraction of component i in the liquid
phase, yi is that of in the gas phase and v stands for the molar volume. In this
extended Raoults equation the molar volume (v) of the pure component is taken
at the system temperature (T) and vapor pressure (p). γi is calculated from the
ENRTL model.
For the supercritical components such as N2 or CO2 , at the considered conditions,
they have no partial pressures, therefore the extended Henry’s law applies.
HCO2 ,H2 O (T ) · exp(

∞
· (p − poH2 O )
vCO
2 ,H2 O
∗
) · xCO2 · γCO
= p · yCO2 · ϕlCO2 (3.36)
2
R·T

∞
where: HCO2 ,H2 O is the Henry constant of CO2 in water, vCO
is the partial
2 ,H2 O

molar volume at infinite dilution in the solvent.

3.1.8

Reaction kinetics

During absorption, the reaction mechanism is altered. Out of the five equilibrium
reaction the reactions that are directly responsible for binding the CO2 , equation
3.6 (hydrogen carbonate formation) and 3.7 (carbamate formation) have different
reaction velocities and cannot be assumed as irreversible. They are defined with
forward and reverse reaction kinetics as reversible reactions. The rate constants
are described by modified Arrhenius equation power law equations 3.37, where r is
the rate of reaction, k is the pre- exponential factor, T is the absolute temperature,
n is the temperature exponent, R is the gas constant and E is the activation energy
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[52]. The values of k and E are taken from the work of Freguia et al. [53] and they
can be found in the appendix.

r = k · Tn · e−E/RT

3.1.9

(3.37)

Aspen to Excel

During process simulation a great number of variables must be monitored in order
to fully understand the behavior of the process. The linking of Aspen Plus and the
spreadsheet software Microsoft Excel allows the full user customization regarding
I/O activities. With the help of a background excel Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA) macro code, the two ways communication of these softwares is allowed.
With this feature, all result variables can be extracted from the simulation file and
in case, input variables can be also given through this linkage. The real benefit of
this possibility comes when a series of simulation sets are in demand and simulation
execution may be in a series.

3.1.10

Flowsheeting

The Aspen Plus flowsheet has been defined according to the experimental pilot
plant [54, 55]. Table 3.1 shows the main input parameters of the columns and the
arrangement of the flowsheet is shown in Figure 3.3. The 30w% aqueous MEA
solution flow is defined in stream LM and it is mixed together with the CO2LEAN
stream in order to achieve the lean loading of the absorbent. The pressure and the
temperature is adjusted in heater H1 in order to meet the experimental measured
parameters. The flue gas composition, pressure, temperature and flow is defined in
the FLUEGAS stream. The absorber column is segmented to 50 non-equilibrium
(rate-based) stages. With the packing height of 5.2 m, one segment accounts for a
10.4 cm height equally. The gas stream leaving the absorber goes through a washing
section, where water is circulated in order to minimize MEA emission. In Figure
3.3 The washing section is called WASHABS is defined with a radfrac column of 10
stages and the closed loop water circulation is defined by custom calculator. The
calculator works as follows: The water flow rate that circulates is defined in the
splitter S1 by forcing a certain amount of water towards sream S7A and the rest
to S8. Stream S8 returns to the absorber column and flow rate of stream S7A is
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transfered to stream S7B. In case water escapes from the system and the water
content needs tobe adjusted, stream H2O allows additional water input. Stream
1 is a dummy stream without significant input. The loaded absorbent escapes
from the absorber column through the RICHOUT stream. Heater B2 is used
for closing the absorber and the desorber side of the model and the temperature
and pressure parameters are set for the stream that enters the desorber column.
During the verification of the model, the absorber and the desorber side of the
model are split apart. In this case the rich loading absorbent’s parameters are
set in stream RICHOUT2. The desorber column is also segmented to 50 nonequilibrium stages. In this case the last segment is defined as the reboiler. The
vapor that leaves the desorber enters flash column (WASHDES) that is the washing
section of the desorber. From the washing section the vapor enters another flash
column (SEPA) that accounts for the condenser heatexchanger and separator. The
condensed water is used for the water circulation of the washing section. The
condensed water the is not circulating in the washing section flows back to the
desorber column through stream 13. In order to keep the systems water balance,
a splitter (S2) is introduced to washing circulation loop stream. In case there is
too much water in the system the flow rate of H2OOUT can be increased with
the splitter. The regenerated absorbent leaves the desorber through the stream
LEANOUT. Streams LEANOUT and CO2LEAN are connected to each other with
a calculator. This calculator transfers the apparent CO2 content to the stream
CO2LEAN. The apparent CO2 flow in this case means the carbon atom content
of the flow. The use of calculators instead of direct recirculation is essential for
preliminary models without real simulation history. Direct recirculation would
cause simulation time to increase and the possibility of non-convergence would also
increase. One reason for non-convergence is when the mass balance fails. The
phenomenon behind this possible result is when trace amount of element escapes
from the system through the output stream such as PGAS or CO2END that is
hard to predict and is not significant in general. Since the recirculation with the
added calculators were impeccably good, no direct recirculation was implanted.
There are two approaches of solving the flowsheet. The Sequential Modular (SM)
solution builds up a solution sequence based on the input parameters and on the
built flowsheet and than it solves the local equations for each individual blocks.
The other approach is called the Equation Oriented (EO) solution method. In
this case the solution commences with collecting all the model equations together
and solves them at the same time. SM has better converging characteristics but
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Table 3.1: Column parameters

absorber
Non-equilibrium stages
Packing type
Packing height
Column inner diameter
Mass transfer correlation
Interfacial area correlation
Flow model
Heat transfer coefficient method
Holdup correlation

desorber
50
Sulzer BX [56]
5.2 m
2.6 m
0.125 m
Bravo 1985 [8]
constant 320 m2 /m3 [57]
mixed
Chilton and Colburn (Appendix A.3)
Bravo et al. (1992) [11]

recycling and process integration extends the simulation time. EO is very efficient
with highly integrated and recycled processes, on the contrary it converges more
difficult on the initial phase of the modeling.
Figure 3.3 also gives some additional information. During the model validation,
some key parameters have to be given as an input for the simulation. They are
represented by the varied values. The validation goes through a series of simulation
runs. These runs are necessary for two main reasons. First, it is important to study
the behavior of the individual unit ops. for different inputs and second, the results
of previous simulation runs give the initial parameters for the following simulation
run, that helps to reduce the time of convergence for a simulation run. The different
steps are as follows:
• ”open simulation”: the first step is to simulate the absorption side and the
desorption side separately

• ”closed simulation”: The two sides are in a connection via the B2 heater
(see Figure 3.3. In this case the output parameters of the absorber with the
experimental result of the pressure and temperature are used further.
• ”CO2 transfer simulation”: The absorption-desorption system is in this case
is in a closed loop. This procedure is done by an internal calculator that is
represented by the dashed line in Figure 3.3.
• ”design specification simulation”: During design specification mode, a desired parameter and a varied parameter and their values/value intervals are

set. In this case the simulation runs until the desired parameters value is
reached.

Figure 3.3: Absorption-desorption flowsheet in Aspen Plus
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Usage of rate-based modeling

In recent literature the usage of the rate-based modeling method is more and more
popular, especially in such cases where the relative volatility of a mixture components are high or in cases where the mass transfer is followed by a slow reaction
(reactive distillation/absorption). In such cases the phase equilibrium model with
any efficiency correction gives no longer a fair result. As for CO2 capture modeling
with absorber-desorber systems, rate-based models with the ENRTL thermodynamics have been proved to be superior [23, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. The numerous
parameters that influence the final simulation result allowed various studies eventually leading to better quality model [63, 64, 65, 66].

Chapter 4

Verification and analysis of
the model of the absorber
desorber system
4.1

Thermodynamic model validation

It is a rule of thumb to commence modeling and model evaluation with the thermodynamic model. As the ENRTL model is chosen, the thermodynamic behavior is
tested in the possible absorption and desorption temperature loading region. The
loading (α) of the absorbent is the measure of how much CO2 is absorbed from
the flue gas. or in other words. at what state is the absorbent is compared to
CO2 − M EA equilibrium. It can be calculated according to eq. 4.1. In words: All
the molecules and ions containing carbon atoms are divided by the molecules and
ions containing MEA. The loading of the absorbent in case of flue gases with MEA
is between 0.1-0.5 mole /mole. In this region most of the CO2 is in the carbamate
form [28].

α=

CO2 + HCO3− + CO3−2
[mole/mole]
M EA + M EACOO− + M EA+

31

(4.1)
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As for the absorption region, the temperature should be considered as low as possible since it is more favorable for the absorption in general. Another consideration
is that the inlet temperature at the absorber must be cooler than the last stage of
the heat extraction of the power plant. During the experiments, the lowest inlet
absorption temperature was choose to be near 60 ◦ C and during the absorption, the
column temperature can reach much higher temperatures since the reactions involved are highly exothermic. The pressure, is chosen to be around 1 bar. Though
it is more favorable for absorption to have high pressure, from the energy need
point of view, the compression work would be too large because the flue gas has
small % of CO2 content.
As for the desorption, the temperature goes together with the pressure since it is in
a saturated state. Experiments vary in choosing the desorption pressure. The experiments in Kaiserslautern were carried out at around 2.5 bar desorption pressure
[67], while at the University of Texas it was chosen to be in vacuum, at 0.68 bar. In
the work of Freguia the influence of the desorption pressure on the overall energy
consumption was calculated [29]. Freguia’s approach to the desorption pressure
variation was that in case of vacuum desorption additional compression work may
be needed after the desorption for transport and underground storage. Literature
also takes into account, that at elevated temperatures the thermal degradation of
amines is more likely. In case of MEA the desorption is above 3 bar, that is not
favorable [29]. Taking into account these frontiers the simulated and experimental
results are summarized in Figure 4.1.
In Figure 4.1 the heat of absorption are shown for three different temperatures.
The color red indicates the temperature 120 ◦ C, the yellow is for 80 ◦ C and the
black shows 40 ◦ C. The measured results (Kim et al. [68, 69]) are indicated with
the dots and rectangles, while simulation results are indicated with continuous,
dashed and dotted lines. As for the first sight it is noticeable that the measured
data from different sources scatter in a wide range. At the temperature of 40 ◦ C
the scattering is between 78-86 KJ/molCO2 , at 80 ◦ C 87-97 KJ/molCO2 and as
the temperature is raised to 120 ◦ C, the array of the results are between the 95118 KJ/molCO2 . This scattering of measurements give a chance of errors when it
comes to model parameter regression. applying these temperature dependent values
the thermodynamic model would only be considerable in low temperatures. The
dotted lines represents the calculations where the heat of absorption was calculated
from the Gibbs free energies by Aspen Plus and the full lines are the results by using
the equilibrium constant summarized in the work of Freguia [29]. The equilibrium
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constants form the work of Austgen et al. [46], Fregiuia [70], Freguia et al. [71]
were used in this study. In the absorber, reaction 3.6 and 3.7 were defined with
forward and reverse reaction kinetics from the work of Freguia(2002)[70], [72] and
from Hikita(1977)[73].
Table 4.1: Reaction equilibrium constants used in this work

Reaction nr.
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

A
132.89888
231.465439
216.05043
-3.038325
-0.52135

B
-03445.9
-12092. 1
-12431.7
-7008.357
-2545.53

C
-22.4773
-36.7816
-35.4819
0
0

D
0
0
0
-0.0031348
0

ref
[74]
[74]
[74]
[29]
[29]

Figure 4.1: Measured and estimated heat of absorption versus CO2
loading at different temperatures
Figure 4.2 shows the considerable choices for further modeling. Analyzing the
experimental results. A pattern can be observed, that the heat of absorption in
the absorption desorption range is proportional to the temperature in Kelvin (see
eq.4.2).

∆Hdif = hk · Tabsorption

(4.2)

This factor is called ”enthalpy factor” (r) and it is 0.267-0.287 (KJ/molCO2 K) in
the temperature range of 313 - 393 K.
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Figure 4.2: Measured and potential estimated heat of absorption including estimation of the enthalpy factor versus CO2 MEA absorbent
loading
Evaluating the results, the tendency is clear. The results of both models are in the
range of experimental error and each one has temperature optimum. The equilibrium constants of the different reactions selected from Freguea [53] and Edwards
[74] listed in Table 4.1 since it describes the tendency of the absorption enthalpy
in the function of the different temperatures and loading ranges.

4.2
4.2.1

Column validation, open modeling
Absorber column verification

For the absorber column verification two test gases were used. The composition of
these gases can be found in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2 it can be seen that the main
difference of these test gases is their CO2 content. Test gas 1 is the composition of
a flue gas from natural gas burned in a conventional boiler while the composition of
test gas 2 is intended to represent a more carbon rich fuel. For the these simulation
all the input parameters has been set according to the experimental parameters.
The summary of the input values are shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. These
input parameters are indicated on Figure 3.3.
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Table 4.2: Composition of the simulated test gases

Content, m/m%

H2 O

O2

N2

CO2

Test gas 1

0.061

0.12

0.680

0.082

Test gas 2

0.062

0.105

0.687

0.147

To monitor the quality of the absorption process, the columns CO2 removal rate,
the temperature and the CO2 gas phase concentration profiles give good view for
verification. The column removal rate is calculated according to eq. 4.3.

ψabs =

mCO2 ,in − mCO2 ,out
mCO2 ,in

(4.3)

In Figure 4.3 a, the temperature profile of the absorber can be found for the
measurement experiment results, and for the simulation results. A temperature
bulge can be observed on the top part of the column, reaching over 70 ◦ C. Towards
the lower part of the column the absorbent is already loaded and the absorption
becomes slower and the cold flue gas cools the liquid down. The gas phase side of
the absorption is viewed on Figure 4.3 b. The shape of the absorber columns CO2
gas phase concentration profile (see Figure 4.3 b.) also explains the temperature
bulge on Figure 4.3 a. As the lean absorbent starts to react with the absorbed CO2 ,
the temperature increases and at this point the MEA-CO2 mixture gets closer to
an equilibrium state. That is the reason why on the top part of the column the gas
concentration change is much slower comparing to the bottom part. Comparing
the results of the measured and the simulation results, a good agreement can be
observed. In both figures the negative dimension of the height is intended to show
that the last point does not belong to the packing, but to the column sump.
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Figure 4.3: Absorber column temperature (a) and CO2 concentration
(b) profiles of Test gas 1

It was indicated in model description part that the rate-based model calculates
three different states for a segment. This means that for each rate-based segment
three temperatures are calculated, namely one for the liquid phase, one for the
vapor phase and one for the temperature at the interface. In our case we used the
liquid temperature for verification.

Operating point
Flue gas mass flow
Solvent flow
Flue gas temperature at absorber inlet
pCO2
Reboiler energy
Removal rate
Richout2 temperature
Richout2 pressure
H2 temperature
H1 temperature
Absorber pressure
Fluegas pressure
Desorber pressure
Desorber Q
Washdesorb pressure
Sepa pressure
Sepa temperature
H2Oout mass flow
Fluegas CO2 mass fraction
Fluegas H2 O mass fraction
Fluegas N2 mass fraction
Fluegas O2 mass fraction
H20 temperature
H20 mass flow
LM m H2 O mass flow
LM m MEA mass flow
CO2 LEAN mass flow
B2 temperature
B2 pressure
S7A (S1) mass flow
Solvent mass flow

03.03.20091
76.15
149.92
45.65
54.33
4.06
0.91
111.958
2518.788
21.364
39.684
1001.776
1035.101
1998.884
6.334
1998.884
2000.014
14.543
0.479
0.082
0.061
0.737
0.120
15
1.043
99.568
42.425
7.931
111.958
2518.788
27.785
153.971

03.03.20092
76.07
100.03
45.67
54.33
3.55
0.90
109.288
2605.056
12.766
40.028
998.337
1029.374
1998.969
5.502
1998.969
2000.055
15.039
0.323
0.081
0.061
0.737
0.120
15
1.076
66.628
29.101
4.304
109.288
2605.056
37.408
105.555

09.03.20091
75.78
75.01
46.06
55.17
3.70
0.91
108.909
2717.911
12.691
40.178
1001.837
1031.706
1998.671
5.868
1998.671
1999.829
14.558
0.000
0.083
0.062
0.736
0.119
15
1.078
48.695
24.067
2.247
108.909
2717.911
37.198
80.383

Table 4.3: Test gas 1 operating points
unit
kg/h
kg/h
◦
C
mbar
GJ/tCO2
◦
C
mbar
◦
C
◦
C
mbar
mbar
mbar
KW
mbar
mbar
◦
C
kg/h
g/g
g/g
g/g
g/g
◦
C
kg/h
kg/h
kg/h
kg/h
◦
C
mbar
kg/h
kg/h

09.03.20092
76.00
50.00
46.31
54.61
10.61
0.81
106.803
2670.517
12.525
39.831
1004.720
1033.736
1998.712
14.998
1998.712
1999.817
13.341
0.354
0.082
0.063
0.737
0.118
15
0.885
33.434
16.093
0.470
106.803
2670.517
36.977
55.187

12.03.20091
75.98
200.71
46.35
55.49
4.55
0.90
113.997
2542.266
25.425
41.053
1011.234
1044.780
1999.116
7.115
1999.116
2000.208
13.535
0.419
0.083
0.063
0.738
0.117
15
0.662
135.381
55.350
9.980
113.997
2542.266
28.138
205.554
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unit
kg/h
kg/h
◦
C
mbar
GJ/tCO2
◦
C
mbar
◦
C
◦
C
mbar
mbar
mbar
KW
mbar
mbar
◦
C
kg/h
g/g
g/g
g/g
g/g
◦
C
kg/h
kg/h
kg/h
kg/h
◦
C
mbar
kg/h
kg/h

18.03.20092
79.75
125.41
45.46
102.22
6.44
0.87
110.249
2898.929
14.194
40.875
1017.997
1050.854
2002.165
18.320
2002.165
2000.128
14.706
0.000
0.148
0.058
0.687
0.107
15.000
1.826
88.522
34.710
2.175
110.249
2898.929
51.165
133.979

18.03.20091
79.71
149.90
45.70
101.55
4.69
0.90
110.710
2833.580
14.125
39.499
1019.313
1052.587
2002.339
13.698
2002.339
1999.955
12.828
0.000
0.146
0.059
0.687
0.108
15.000
1.679
103.997
41.934
3.969
110.710
2833.580
49.465
160.585

12.03.20093
79.30
200.23
46.19
101.40
4.07
0.91
111.514
2654.259
12.287
39.973
1009.545
1044.773
2002.060
11.993
2002.060
1999.953
12.866
0.000
0.147
0.061
0.687
0.105
15.000
1.521
134.997
57.519
7.716
111.514
2654.259
40.056
210.873

23.03.20092
79.49
199.97
46.00
100.47
4.05
0.90
112.302
2875.806
13.802
39.340
999.544
1035.320
2001.856
11.877
2001.856
2000.045
13.133
0.000
0.147
0.061
0.688
0.104
15.000
0.787
136.073
55.687
8.211
112.302
2875.806
48.503
211.401

Table 4.4: Test gas 2 operating points and input parameters

Operating point
Flue gas mass flow
Solvent flow
Flue gas temperature at absorber inlet
pCO2
Reboiler energy
Removal rate
Richout2 temperature
Richout2 pressure
H2 temperature
H1 temperature
Absorber pressure
Fluegas pressure
Desorber pressure
Desorber Q
Washdesorb pressure
Sepa pressure
Sepa temperature
H2Oout mass flow
Fluegas CO2 mass fraction
Fluegas H2 O mass fraction
Fluegas N2 mass fraction
Fluegas O2 mass fraction
H20 temperature
H20 mass flow
LM m H2 O mass flow
LM m MEA mass flow
CO2 LEAN mass flow
B2 temperature
B2 pressure
S7A (S1) mass flow
Solvent mass flow

23.03.20093
78.68
225.49
46.09
99.19
4.29
0.90
113.523
2918.422
13.239
40.159
995.090
1032.667
2001.363
12.270
2001.363
2000.239
13.104
0.000
0.146
0.061
0.690
0.102
15.000
0.721
150.267
65.273
9.947
113.523
2918.422
43.320
241.426

30.03.20091
78.85
275.04
45.81
100.38
4.49
0.91
116.449
2926.558
15.805
40.206
1007.119
1050.743
2001.361
12.989
2001.361
2000.077
12.222
0.000
0.145
0.059
0.689
0.107
15.000
0.149
185.201
77.053
12.783
116.449
2926.558
39.589
281.818
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Further analysis of the behavior of the columns in different operating point were
investigated. The absorber column operating lines of these operating points are
viewed in Figure 4.4. The operating lines are viewed in a CO2 partial pressure
vs. absorbent loading graph. The equilibrium curve of MEA-CO2 at 50 ◦ C is also
shown for reference to emphasize the absorption condition. The operating points
of the two test gases can be well distinguished by the maximum/inlet CO2 partial
pressures. The geometrical top of the absorber column is the bottom part of the
graph, where both, the loading of the absorbent and the CO2 partial pressure is
the lowest. As the operating line gets closer to the equilibrium line the absorbents
loading increases while at the same time the CO2 content also increases towards
the columns gas flow inlet. The slope of this line is equal to the gas- to liquid phase
ratio (L/G). It can be seen that none of these lines are in fact straight. As the
CO2 absorbs in the liquid phase, part of the gas flow rate decreases, thus the L/G
also increases and it changes the slope of the operating line. This phenomenon is
more visible in the operating points where the L/G ratio is relatively small. The
variation of the L/G ratio of the absorber column also reveals the function of the
absorption capacity which can be calculated according to eq.4.4. It means constant
CO2 removal rate can be either achieved by the variation of the ∆α or the amount
of absorbent which give a flexibility to operate the absorber column.

ncapCO2 = nM EA · αrich − αlean

(4.4)

In the transport model description (3.1.1) part, that the classical way of modeling
absorption, the equilibrium model was explained. The wellknown McCabe Thiele
graphical method gives simple and instructive evaluation of an absorption/desorption task [75].
Starting from the desired CO2 content leaving the absorber column a horizontal
line towards the equilibrium curve gives the first theoretical plate. A vertical line
from the intersection of the equilibrium plate and the equilibrium curve towards
the operating line gives the geometrical.
It can be seen that according to the graphical method, a column of 2 theoretical
plates would be roughly enough to complete this separation task. The profiles of
Figure 4.4 shows that in reality this is not the case. Since it is not the equilibrium
that controls the velocity of the absorption but the absorption rates, the equilibrium
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model fails to give fair results in such case. This analysis confirms the use of the
rate-based model further on.

Figure 4.4: The absorber column’s operating lines for test gas 1 and 2

4.2.2

Desorber column verification

The desorber column verification went through the same investigation as the absorber column. The temperature and the CO2 concentration profiles of the measured and simulated results can be seen in Figure 4.5. A similar good agreement
can be observed of these profiles. At the rich absorbent inlet of the desorber column
at the top it can be seen that the pre-heated absorbent and the reintroduced reflux
from the condenser creates a temperature drop on the top 1 m of the column. This
can be also observed on the CO2 concentration profile as there is no more CO2
enrichment on the top of the column. The ordinate of the graph represents only the
packing height. There is actually no separate kettle vessel, but the electric heating
is placed in the sump of the desorber column, where the temperature is measured.
The negative number of the ordinate represents this one thermometer.

Figure 4.5: The desorber column profiles
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The separation performance of the desorber is calculated with an indirect removal
efficiency equation. Here the input CO2 is not directly has influence on the model,
but relies on the measured data. The rich loading absorbent parameters were taken
from the measurement results.

ψdes =

mCO2 ,desout
mCO2 ,in

(4.5)

Figure 4.7 represents the operating lines of test gas 2 and Figure 4.8 of test gas
1 in various operating conditions. They also include the equilibrium line at 120
◦

C [4] in the function of the gas phase CO2 partial pressure and the absorbent

loading. By comparison to the absorber operating lines it can be noticed that by
raising the temperature the equilibrium line shifts towards the lower loadings (see
Figure 4.6). This creates the circumstance for desorption. The desorption takes
place at 2.5 bar around 120 ◦ C that is the saturation condition for water. This
means that the rising gas in the desorber column is mainly composed of water
vapor and the liberated CO2 . As the main driving force of the desorption is caused
by the elevation of the absorbent temperature, this process is considered to be a
temperature swing absorption-desorption process.

Figure 4.6: MEA-CO2 equilibrium curves at absorption and desorption
temperature [4]
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The different operating points with varying L/G ratios (in the absorber) can be
observed. According to the equation 4.3, the function of the L/G ration and
the loading difference of the rich and the lean absorbent loadings can be also
observed. There is however a difference. As the preheated rich absorbent enters
the desorber column, part of the CO2 evaporates immediately. Therefore there
is always a difference between the rich absorbent loading calculated at the top
section of desorber and the rich absorbent loading leaving the absorber column.
This phenomenon becomes even more strong on low L/G ratios in the absorber
since during the regeneration process more vapor must be produced to keep the
CO2 partial pressure at a low value to increase desorption rate. At such low L/G
ratios the consequence of generating more steam drops the CO2 partial pressure
to a level that eventually may cause the flooding of the desorber column.
The tendency of the different operating lines shows, that in order to reach lower
loadings, two approaches are possible:
• the desorption temperature and pressure should be raised in order to cre-

ate more driving force for the desorption as the equilibrium shifts to lower
loadings

• at a constant temperature, more vapor should be generated in order to have
lower CO2 partial pressure in the column that allows reaching lower loadings.

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the second case. At very low L/G ration it can be seen
that the generated steam increases so much that the CO2 partial pressure drops
immediately
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Figure 4.7: Desorber column’s operating lines for test gas 2 at different
L/Gabs settings

Figure 4.8: Desorber column’s operating lines for test gas 1 at different
L/Gabs settings

4.3

Closed system modeling

All of the experimental points were simulated in a closed loop cycle. The closed
loop was achieved by a calculator routine that summed up the mole flow of the
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carbon containing molecules/ions and it was recycled to the stream LEANCO2
(see Figure 3.3). This solution was necessary to implement. In case of closed loop
modeling the loss of substance even in trace amounts, may cause material and ionic
imbalance. If this imbalance is greater than the tolerance level, it leads to severe
convergence difficulties. To monitor the CO2 balance of the closed system, the
two removal rate equations (eq. 4.3 and 4.5) were compared and the simulation
results were only accepted when the relative differences of these equations were
less than 0.001%. The closed loop simulation was enhanced with a so called design
specification function. It was implanted in order to have the measured removal
rate as a fixed variable. This way the energy input variable of the desorber column
became a free parameter to be calculated. Figure 4.9 a shows the results for both
test gases. The operating points with test gas 2 having lower initial CO2 content
has lower L/G ratios. An optimum can be observed for both test gas purifications.
The simulation results follow this pattern and are able to provide convincing results
for predicting optimal operating conditions. The explanation of what causes these
energetic optimal operating points are the following.
• Towards high L/G ratios the usage of more liquid results in a higher heat
demand,

• Towards low L/G ratios the separation task becomes harder to have enough
loading difference between the rich and the lean loading. This results in more
steam generation.

A more quantitative definition of the results is shown in Figure 4.9 b. A Parity plot
can be seen where the ordinate is the specific reboiler energy measured for each
operating point and the ordinate represents the same for the simulation results.
The dashed guide lines show a ±10% relative difference. The figure shows the
operating point for most cases are within a 10% error. The well-fitting operating
points are the ones close to the optimal operating conditions and to higher L/G.

Figure 4.9: Absorber operating for test gas 1 and 2
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Chapter 5

Investigation and
development of the carbon
capture process
5.1

Constant flue gas flow, Case 1

Seven different flue gases originating from the combustion of different primary
energy sources in a power plant and one bio gas are selected for case study 1. The
flue gas mass flow was reduced to 55 kg/h to make sure that the vessels are able to
operate in a wide range of operating points without the fear of reaching flooding
in any of the columns. The removal rate (ψ) was set to a constant value of 90% to
be close to the values of the verification parameters.
The compositions of the selected flue gases and biogas are listed in Table 5.1. In
the seven flue gases there are the two types test gases (1 and 2). These test gases
have been used in the pilot plant experiments of Mangalapally et al.(2009) [54] and
for the model verification. The composition of the second test gas indicates higher
CO2 level to model carbon rich fuel. The flue gas content of biomass burning is
calculated from biomass burning power plant fuel data. Hard coal flue gas content
is part of Aspen plus simulation template [39]. The flue gases called German lignite,
Coal CHP and CCGT is from literature data [76] where Coal CHP stands for coal
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fuel burned in a combined heat- and power plant, CCGT stands for Combined Cycle
Gas Turbine with the fuel natural gas and lignite is also burned in a conventional
boiler. In all cases possible SOx content is neglected, assuming that SOx capturing
is already in commercial use where it is needed to reach emission levels.
Table 5.1: Simulated flue gases and biogas

Content ,m/m%
Test gas 1
Test gas 2
Biomass
Hard coal
Coal CHP
CCGT
Lignite
Biogas

H2 O
0.061
0.062
0.089
0.009
0.074
0.052
0.161
0.001

O2
0.12
0.105
0.031
0.048
0.0371
0.142
0.0335
0.005

N2
0.680
0.687
0.679
0.737
0.683
0.745
0.614
-

CO2
0.082
0.147
0.199
0.261
0.204
0.060
0.190
0.377

CH4
0.617

For each type of gas the optimal operating condition was investigated, therefore the
closed simulation loop with the design specification target of 90% removal rate was
implanted and the necessary heat was applied with varying absorbent mass flow.
The result of these series of simulation are shown in Figure 5.1 and summarized in
the following points:
• Figure 5.1 shows that with increasing carbon content of a gas, the optimal
operating points result in higher L/G ratios.

• A slight decrease of the specific reboiler energies towards high L/G ratios
can also be observed.

• With gases having the optimum operating condition at lower L/G ratios

are more sensitive to the value L/G. For such gases the operating condition
outside the optimum, the specific regeneration energy increases more rapidly.

.
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Figure 5.1: Reboiler duty studied at different L/G ratios, at 55 kg/h
flue gas flow, from the different fuels

Since the optimum operating points being in focus of interest, they are extracted
from the simulation result series and are plotted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. These
figures show a clear linear function between the optimal L/G ratio vs. initial CO2
content and between the optimal L/G ratio vs. removed CO2 flow. This proportion
value is about 3 to the removed CO2 and 0.06 to the initial CO2 content.
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Figure 5.2: Optimal L/G values in function of the initial flue gas CO2
concentration
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Figure 5.3: Optimal L/G values in function of the removed CO2

5.2

Constant boiler output, Case 2

In Case 2 the constant boiler/power station operation is investigated. In Table 5.1
the flue gases composition from the different primary energy sources considered are
listed. In case of constant boiler output, the flue gas flows will vary respect to the
primary energy sources heating value, water content, ash content etc. This calls
for the CO2 capture plant to adjust to the altered condition. Table 5.2 shows the
typical heating values of the primary energy sources and the main parameters in
case of the boiler heat output is set to 90 MJ/h with a 90% CO2 removal rate.

MJ/kg
32.00
30.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
12.14

Hard coal

Coal CHP

Test gas 1 CO2

CCGT

Lignite

Biomass

Lower heating value

-

Fuel type

54.39

74.96

82.18

60.37

40.32

31.55

Kg/h

Flue gas mass flow

3.34

3.13

1.05

1.47

3.56

4.18

-

L/Gopt

Table 5.2: Simulated flue gases

181.91

234.84

85.89

88.47

143.47

131.94

kg/h

Absorbent

9.66

12.87

4.46

4.46

7.43

7.3

kg/h

Captured CO2
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It can be seen that the flue gas flows can vary in a large range. The main factors
that causes this difference is the primary energy sources heating value, and the
conditions of the combustion such as the excess air. To see the optimal operating
condition, the closed loop cycle with the 90% design specification applied at varying
absorbent flows were carried out. Case 2 only applies for flue gases not for biogas
purification and since test gas 2 is an artificial flue gas, true heating value could not
be associated to it, therefore these two gases were not included in this case. Figure
5.4 shows the results. It can be observed that there is little change of the optimal
L/G ratio for the different energy sources in the absorber in comparison with Case
1. As for the specific reboiler energy the same phenomenon can be observed, that
for all optimal specific reboiler energy value remains under 4GJ/tCO2 .

Figure 5.4: Flue gas from different fuels at 90MJ/h

Even though there is a slight decrease in the specific optimal reboiler energy (see
Figure 5.4), the nominal heat demand also increases at higher carbon content fuels.
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This leads to the conclusion that more carbon rich and less valuable the fuel is,
the more energy is required to maintain the separation quality. If we assume heat
integration between the power and the capture plant, the power plant will lose
its efficiency as more heat is consumed by the capture plant in such cases. The
reason to this result is that for all cases the columns were well below the operating
conditions of flooding any of the columns [57].
Extracting the optimal operating points, Figure 5.5 shows a similar linear function
between the optimal L/G ratio vs. the initial CO2 content. Figure 5.6 shows the
optimal L/G ratio vs. removed CO2 flow for case 2. Here the tendency is not so
clear, as in Case 1.

Figure 5.5: Optimal L/G values in function of the initial CO2 concentration in the flue gases for Case 2
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Figure 5.6: Optimal L/G values in function of the CO2 removed from
the flue gases for Case 2

5.3

Flexibility considerations

The security of energy supply demands that the power plants should be able to
operate with various primary energy sources. In case of a shortage for example in
natural gas, the power plant should run with other primary energy sources like oil.
In other cases fossil fuels are co-fired for economical reasons, namely boost profit,
example: coal with biomass when green electricity production is subsidized, natural
gas with oil if market prices favor oil consumption etc. Such a change does have
an influence on the boilers of the power station and, moreover, on the operation of
the flue gas treatment system. In this study we focus on the proper operation of
the CO2 capture system.
If the LHV of the fossil energy source is small, high absorbent flow is required
to fulfill the 90% CO2 removal and vice versa (see Figure 5.7). This might be a
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dangerous tendency. Because if the fossil primary energy source is changing that
will be associated with a changing amount of absorbent required for 90% CO2
removal rate. Considering that the CO2 capture processes, absorber and desorber
system are usually designed to operate around the 80% of the flooding of column
internals for the sake of efficient operation, it can cause operational problems.
Namely if a fossil energy source of high LHV is changed to a less valuable energy
source that has more modest LHV, that would mean the absorbent flow should be
significantly increased. This may cause operational problems at the CO2 capture
process both in the absorber and the desorber since flooding may occur. If the
opposite situation takes place, that is, a fossil primary source of higher LHV is
applied to replace a fossil energy source of modest LHV, the absorbent flow will
decrease and the two columns, absorber and desorber, may get into such hydraulic
conditions that do not favor the efficient operation. The conclusion is obvious:
the smallest the LHV of a fossil primary energy source is, the higher absorbent
flow is required. Such a change jeopardizes the flexibility of a boiler/power station
operation of constant performance and its reliable operation is under risk. To
overcome this problem the following solution alternatives can be recommended:

1. if a fossil energy source should be replaced, such fossil energy source should
be possibly applied that has a LHV similar to that of the replaced one,
2. back up CO2 capture process should be applied to guarantee the stable
operation of the boiler/power station at constant performance and constant
CO2 removal,
3. the performance of the boiler/power station should be adopted to the performance of the CO2 capture process,
4. the CO2 removal efficiency should be changed.
As a solution alternatives 1 and 2 can be recommended and alternatives 3 and 4
should be the least preferred. It is necessary to mention that in case a CO2 capture
process not operated efficiently, that is, optimal operating conditions, it may result
in significantly higher energy consumption than necessary.
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Figure 5.7: The absorbent of usage in the function of lower heating
value (LHV) of each primary fuels

5.4

Environmental aspect

The CO2 e capture needs energy via the regeneration of the absorbent that takes
place in the desorber. If this energy is produced from fossil primary energy sources
it will result also in CO2 e emission. The databank of the software Simapro gives
an insight of the CO2 e of heat generated by the combustion of various types of
energy sources.
This energy demand for the CO2 capture and regeneration can be either propelled
by auxiliary equipment or it can be provided by tapped steam of the boiler. Both
approaches have their advantages and drawbacks. If an auxiliary unit is applied,
than the two systems are loosely coupled and the control of the individual processes
are less of a challenge. On the other hand, installation and service costs may
increase this way. If the heat demand is provided by the steam tapped from the
power plants boilers, than it will result in additional flue gas flow, that may stress
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the power plants flue gas stream pipes and gas cleaning systems and it may also
cause controlling difficulties. Both cases are examined in the environmental point
of view.
For the first case, the fossil primary energy source: natural gas is selected as if it
was burned in an auxiliary boiler to produce heat for desorption. The investigation
of the CO2 e balance emphasizes the importance of the optimal operation of the
capture process. It is interesting to know how the CO2 e emission relates to the
amount of the captured CO2 if the operation is changing. Figure 5.8 and Figure
5.9 show the CO2 e balance via the ratio of CO2 e emitted, due to the operation of
the desorber, and CO2 captured in the absorber.
Since the optimal L/G has already been determined (see in Figure 5.1 and Figure
5.4), at this point only the CO2 removal rate is changed and its effect is studied.
In the following diagrams in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 can be seen, that the specific CO2 balance in both cases are well below 0.24. The specific CO2 balance
comes from the formula: CO2 equivalent produced by the flue gas emitter / the
CO2 emission of natural gas burning for the desorber. In case of large industrial
complexes and power plants the waste heat or steam is used to even lower the
CO2 balance [77], [78], [79]. It can be followed that in both cases the specific CO2
balance rises rapidly around the removal rate of 85-90%. At the calculation of
the CO2 e balance, the result of Case 1 shows a practically constant range for the
CO2 e balance between 60-90%. The range of the CO2 e emitted and captured is
between 21 and 24% meaning that the net CO2 e captured is around 76-80% of
the total emitted from the boiler. It is an interesting phenomenon that when the
CO2 captured in the absorber is going to be increased over 90% because of forced
operation, the CO2 e balance is getting worse rapidly. This explains why the CO2 e
capture processes usually operate around 90% capture. The same phenomenon can
be observed in Case 2. The CO2 e balance is around 21-24% and a rapid deterioration can be observed if the CO2 e captured in the absorber is getting higher than
90%.
In the second case, we assume the regeneration energy provided by the same fuel
as the heat was provided by the power plants steam stream. Figure 5.10 shows the
result for such case. It can be seen that there is a tendency:
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Figure 5.8: CO2 emission balance in case of 55 kg/h flue gas from
different fuels at different removal rates
• The higher the LHV of the primary energy source, the lower is CO2 balance
value with an exception of biomass,

• by utilizing energies sources considered to be renewable, the CO2 balance
can reach very low values.

• high H2 content primary energy sources are favored to decrease the CO2
balance

• high carbon content and low LHV type of fuels endangers the CO2 balance
to be under the value of 1.

Considering that the regeneration duty is just one of the energy demand of the
total CCS process this result means that it is possible to produce more CO2 e than
the captures CO2 .
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Figure 5.9: CO2 emission balance in case of 90 MJ/h boiler output for
flue gases of different fuels at different removal rates

Figure 5.10: CO2 balance in case of utilizing the same energy source
for CO2 capture as in the boiler at different removal rates
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Efficiency and capacity improvement

The prognosis of the world’s nominal energy usage shows the increase of fossil
energy sources (see Figure 2.1), the increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere
and the varying CO2 prices/taxes call for studying the circumstances of the CO2
capture efficiency and capacity improvement[1].

5.5.1

Capacity improvement

Each equipment item in a technology has some capacity reserve, in order to handle
off design events, such as flow peaks, and swings or temporary increased capacity
demands. The ratio of such reserve varies in technologies. In separation technology
the accepted ”over design” is usually 10-20%. In packed columns it means that
separation is still efficient with the maximum flow rate as possible. Passing this
limit result in what is called flooding. In such an event the flow rates are to high
to keep a steady counter current flow therefore the separation suddenly drastically
decreases. In case of flooding there is one solution for capacity improvement, that
is the installation of new devices. The situation is different if the removal rate of
CO2 , that is, the efficiency of the carbon capture should be improved.

5.5.2

Removal rate improvement

If the removal rate of CO2 , that is, the efficiency of the carbon capture should be
improved there might be some alternative options.
• The first approach is the intensification of the removal efficiency by increasing the load of the existing equipment.

• The second approach is to build a second absorber column as an extension
of the existing absorber column. This case can be seen in Figure 5.13

• The third approach is to build a second absorber-desorber system that is

able to further purify the partly treated flue gas to a practically CO2 free
gas. This case is shown in Figure 5.12.
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For the efficiency and capacity intensification the Aspen Plus base model was used.
This model is originally verified by the pilot plant of the University of Texas [39, 80].
It is simpler with less stream loops, compared to the one that is used in the previous
cases. It was chosen because of the simulation method that is used for this study
fits better to this model. Some modification on the base model has been done in
order to have better simulation characteristics. The primary characteristics of this
pilot plant and the model parameters are summarized in Table 5.3. In every case
the design specification mode is used for the simulations. The approach is however
different from the previous simulations. Figure 5.11 shows the different approaches.
The top row shows the previous usage of the design specification mode. It shows
that the given parameters are the absorbent mass flow and the removal rate. In
order to achieve this removal rate, the cyclic capacity is calculated. The minimal
specific reboiler duty is found by determining the proper α values. In the second
case the initial and varied parameters are the liquid mass flow and the absorbent
lean loading (αLean ). The reboiler duty is always adjusted to the value to reach
the initial absorbent loading. With this approach, in the whole system the CO2
removal rate is not directly controlled but it is determined by the mass balance.
With the second approach, finding the optimal parameters are more simple.

Figure 5.11: Two approaches for finding operation points

In this case the initial and varied parameters are the liquid mass flow and the
absorbent lean loading (αLean ). The adjusted parameter is the reboiler duty. With
this approach, in the whole system the CO2 removal rate is not directly controlled
.
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Figure 5.12: Flowsheet of the 2 absorber and 2 desorber column layout
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Figure 5.13: Flowsheet of the 2 absorber and 1 desorber column layout
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Non-equilibrium stages
Packing type
Packing height
Column inner diameter
Mass transfer correlation
Interfacial area correlation
Holdup method
Heat transfer coefficient method
Flow modell

desorber

50
IMTP, 1.5-IN, METAL FLEXIPAC 1Y, METAL
6.1 m
0.427 m
Onda et al.(1968) [81]
Bravo et al.(1985) [8]
Onda et al.(1968) [81]
Bravo et al.(1985) [8]
Bravo et al 1992 [11], Appendix A.5
Chilton and Colburn (Appendix A.3)
mixed

absorber

Table 5.3: Primary parameters of the CO2 capture pilot plant in Texas University
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Intensification of the removal efficiency

As for the base case a single absorber-desorber column pair was chosen. By varying
simply the initial absorbent loading and the absorbent mass flow, the removal efficiency can be significantly increased. Figure 5.14 shows the tendencies of such case.
It can be observed that higher removal efficiencies can be achieved by decreasing the
initial absorbent loading. This way the cyclic capacity of the absorbent increases.
The cyclic capacity is the difference between the lean and the rich absorbent loadings. Reasonably low specific reboiler energies, around 4 GJ/tCO2 however can
only be achieved at low removal efficiencies. Higher removal efficiencies can be
either achieved by increasing the absorbent mass flow and by decreasing the initial
absorbent loading. Varying the initial absorbent loading has more visible impact
on the specific removal energy demand but decreasing the initial loading leads to
geometrically smaller equipment demand due to the smaller mass flows.

Figure 5.14: Operating conditions with 65% removal rate for the first
absorber column
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Second absorber-desorber system

Figure 5.14 showed that by boosting the desorption the specific energy demand can
grow rapidly after a certain removal efficiency. To address this issue one possible
solution is to insert a second absorber-desorber column pair forming a two step
gas treating system. In this case the absorber-desorber column pairs work loosely
dependent on each other (see Figure 5.12). The solution to investigate this coupled
system is as follows: the optimal operating conditions were found for the first
capture step and than the output results, namely the treated gas properties were
used as the input variables for the second step. This solution does not follow the
so called dynamic optimization programing rule. The dynamic optimization is a
recursive optimization method where the first step of subotimization is the final
stage of the system. The theory of this approach is that when the last stage is
optimized than it does not effect the previous stages of the system[82, 83]. In our
case a process retrofit is assumed where the existing equipment has already been in
use and that is extended with a second one. For the first column pair, the optimal
operating point at the removal rate of 65% 76% and 85% is calculated. The purified
gas mixture is than introduced to the second column pair and purified further to
higher CO2 removal rates. The specific energy demand is calculated according to
equation 5.1.

Qspec =

Qreb.1 + Qreb.2
mCO2 , in − mCO2 , out

(5.1)
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Figure 5.15: Operating conditions with 65% removal rate for the first
absorber column, note that the red dot indicates the first absorberdesorber step

Figure 5.15 shows the comparison between the optimal operation of one column
pair at different CO2 removal rates and if the gas at 65% removal rate is introduced to a second absorber-desorber column pair. In the second case the optimum
operating condition is found by varying the absorbent mass flow and the initial absorbent loading (αLean ). The variation of the initial loading of the absorbent has a
high influence on the removal rate. Towards higher initial absorbent loadings the
specific removal rate decreases until a certain value. The optimal initial absorbent
loading appeared to be at 0.3 molCO2 /molMEA. At higher initial loadings the liquid demand increases and the additional heat demand for the desorption increases
the specific heat demand.

A similar tendency can be observed with altered first

stage removal rates. Figure 5.16 shows the case if the first column is running at 76%
removal rate before it enters to the second absorber column. At 76% the specific
removal energy demand is already rising quite rapidly meaning that even though
the second column pair is running efficiently until 98% total removal efficiency the
overall specific energy demand will have a significantly higher value. By increasing
the first step CO2 removal rate another parameter change can be observed. In
Figure 5.17 the first step removal efficiency is set to 85% and as it is expected
the overall separation energy follows the expected rapid rising. Evaluating these
results, it is also shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 that the second separation
stage optimal absorbent loading varies by the gas mixture composition entering
the second absorber column. As the CO2 content of the gas mixture decreases,
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assuming optimal operating conditions the initial absorbent loading decreases as
well. The optimum at 65% occurs at 0.3 molCO2 /molMEA, at 76% it is reduced
to 0.28 molCO2 /molMEA and at 85% it is at 0.26 molCO2 /molMEA.

Figure 5.16: Operating conditions with 76% removal rate for the first
absorber column, note that the red dot indicates the first absorberdesorber step

Figure 5.17: Operating conditions with 85% removal rate for the first
absorber column, note that the red dot indicates the first absorberdesorber step
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Desorber pressure variation

The classic approach to an absorber desorber system is to have the absorption
at high pressures and for the desorption at low pressures. In our case finding
the optimal desorption condition is not so clear. Following the classic approach,
the saturation temperature of the absorbent material decreases and the heat of
absorption also decreases with the temperature. On the other hand, the driving
force for desorption can be increased either by increasing the temperature and the
pressure of the desorber column or by decreasing the partial pressure of the CO2
in the column. Figure 5.18 helps to understand this phenomenon.

Figure 5.18: MEA-CO2 equilibrium curves and different desorber column operating lines

If the temperature and the pressure is increased in the desorber column, the equilibrium curve will shift away from the operating line and that increases the driving
force (see Figure 5.18). If the temperature/pressure remains and the partial pressure of the CO2 is decreased then desoprtion operating line’s slope will decrease.
This can only be achieved by producing more steam in reboiler of the desorber.
Figure 5.19 shows different operating conditions of varied absorbent mass flows
and initial absorbent loadings. It can be observed that by increasing the reboiler
pressure to 2.6 bar the removal efficiency can be increased significantly while the
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specific energy demand stays at reasonable values. To this Figure 5.19 shows
the optimal operating condition when the reboiler was set to 0.6 bar the initial
loading was set to 0.3 molCO2 /mol MEA. At elevated pressure the optimal loading
was found to be at 0.18 molCO2 /mol MEA. This result shows the optimal initial
absorbent loading to be dependent on the desorption pressure. It must be also
mentioned here that even though the specific energy demand shows better results
at higher desorber pressures, this energy demand is realized at higher temperatures.

Figure 5.19: Operating conditions at elevated desorber pressure (desorber pressure is set to 2.6 bar, except where other is indicated)

5.5.6

Extended absorber height

In subsection 5.5.4 (Second absorber-desorber) the results showed that additional
plant retrofits can lower the specific energy demand of CO2 capture. In subsection 5.5.5 (desorber pressure variation) the results indicate that a relatively small
desorption pressure elevation can also decrease significantly the specific energy demand especially in the high removal efficiency regions. Combining these approaches
lead to the following study where the absorber height set to twice as high as in
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the initial case and the desorber columns pressure is also varied in order to see
the minimal specific energy demand in this case. This investigation is carried out
at the initial desorption pressure of 0.68 bar, at 1.68- and 2.68 bar. The results
of the optimal operating conditions in cases of 1.68- and 2.68 bar can bee seen in
Figure 5.20 with the comparison to the initial absorber height at 2.5 bar.

The

results show that the double absorber height shows superior advantage to every
previous cases considering specific energy demand. It can be observed in Figure
5.20 that increasing the absorber height while maintaining a moderate desorber
pressure (1.6 bar) gives lower, more preferable results compared to lower absorber
height with increased desorber pressure. Other parameters also tend to vary with
the desorption pressure change. At low desorption pressure the optimal operating
points tend to be the ones with the lean loading between 0.16-0.18 while on elevated
desorption pressure the optimal operating conditions are when the lean loading is
set to 0.14-0.16.

Figure 5.20: Operating conditions at double absorber height on various
desorber pressures

Chapter 6

Major new results
6.1

Major new results

Thesis 1 [4]

I successfully answered the question why the equilibrium model for
CO2 -MEA chemisorption systems is not adequate and why the ratebased model should be applied. The accuracy of the model is verified
and proved with the agreement of the calculated and pilot plant experimental results.
Thesis 2 [4]

Based on my modeling work I found, that the heat of the CO2 absorption in MEA is independent of the CO2 content in the absorption
range. It is constant and proportional to the temperature measured in
Kelvin. It is in a range of 0.267-0.287 KJ/molCO2 K.
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Thesis 3 [1]

I determined for different flue gas compositions that the absorbent
demand that is the liquid/gas ratio shows an optimum. I explored also
its ambiance. The optimal operating points are defined as operating
points where the specific regeneration energy demand is the minimum
for fixed CO2 removal rate.
Thesis 4 [1, 2]

In case of constant flue gas flow, I determined that the optimal absorbent/flue gas ratio is linear to the flue gas CO2 content and to the
captured amount of CO2 .
Thesis 5 [1, 2]

I determined that in the case of constant boiler output the optimal
liquid/gas ratio is linearly proportional to the flue gases CO2 content,
but it is not linear to the amount of the captured CO2 . In the case of
constant power plant output, the optimal absorbent flow is inversely
proportional to the lower heating value of the primary energy carrier.
Thesis 6 [1, 2]

I demonstrated/found that for higher than 90% CO2 removal rate of
flue gases, the optimal absorbent desorption heat requirement is not
increasing linearly but at a faster rate.
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Thesis 7 [6, 4, 1]

For different primary energy carriers I determined the ratio of the CO2
emission related to the capture process and captured CO2 and I found
that this ratio is unfavorable in the case of low quality primary fuels.
Thesis 8 [5]

I investigated four efficiency improvement (CO2 removal rate) options.
I determined that the most favorable alternative can be obtained if
the absorber has higher packing height and the desorber operates at
elevated pressure, that is, higher than atmospheric pressure.
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Mass transfer coefficient methods

Table A.1: Bravo et al. correlation [8] used for Sulzer BX, and FLEXYPAC 1Y sturctured packings
Symbol

Description

Units

Formula
r

L
ki,k

Binary mass transfer coefficient for

m/s

2

L
Di,k

π·tl

the liquid
V
ki,k

Binary mass transfer coefficient for

m/s

0.338

V
Di,k
Re0.8
v
deq

· Sc0.333
V,i,k

the vapor
i

a

Total interfacial area for mass

m2

ap At hp

transfer
deq

Equivalent diameter

P

Perimeter per unit cross-sectional

m
1/m

Bh



1
B+2B

+

1
2S



4S+B
Bh

area
deq ·ρV
t (uV e +uLe )
µV
V
µV ·Di,k

Rev

Reynolds number for the vapor

ScV,i,k

Schmidt number for the vapor

tL

Residence time for the liquid

uLe , uV e

Effective velocity through the chan-

V
uL
s , us

Superficial veloctiy for liquid, vapor

m/s

Γ

Liquid flow per unit length of

kg/ms

s
m/s

ρV
t
S
uLe
 L 2 0.333
(ρ t ) g
3Γ
L
3µ2 ·Γ
2ρt

nel for liquid, vapor

perimeter
m2

At

Cross-sectional area of the column

ap

Specific area of the packing

m2 /m3

B

Base width of a corrugation

m

L
V
Di,k
, Di,k

Diffusivity of the liquid, vapor

m2 /s

g

Gravitational constant

m/s2

h

Height of a corrugation

m

hp

Height of the packed section

m

L, V

Molar flow rate of liquid, vapor

S

Slant height of a corrugation



Void fraction of the packing

Θ

Angel with horizontal of falling film

kmol/s
m
deg

or corrugation channel
µL , µ V

Viscosity of liquid, vapor

V
ρL
t , ρt

Density of liquid, vapor

ρL , ρV

Molar density of liquid, vapor

P as
kg/m3
kmol/m3

L
, V
ρL ·At ρV ·At
L L
ρt ·us
P

,

uV
s
·sinΘ

Wetted surface area per unit vol-

aw

ume of the column

Interfacial Area

for the vapor

Binary mass transfer coefficient

for the liquid

Binary mass transfer coefficient

Description

aI

V
ki,k

L
ki,k

symbol

m /m

2

m2

m/s

m/s

3

Units

(

0.667

ap 1 − exp −1.45



(ap dp )

µL g
ρL
t

0.333

for dp < 0.015m

for dp < 0.015m

−2

−2



aw At hp
i

−0.05
σc 0.75
W e0.2
Re0.1
L
L F rL
σ

0.333
V
5.23Re0.7
V ScL,i,k ap Di,k

h

0.4

Sc−0.5
L,i,k (ap dp )

Formula

0.333
V
2.0Re0.7
V ScL,i,k ap Di,k (ap dp )

0

0.051 ReL



Table A.2: Onda et al. [9] correlation for IMTP random packings
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Heat transfer coefficient method

Table A.3: Chilton and Colburn Heat transfer coefficient method[10]

hL
hV

A.1.3

=

L
k ρL CPL

=k

V



ρV CPV

λL
L
L DL
ρ CP



2/3

λV
V DV
ρV CP

2/3

Reaction kinetics in Sulzer BX packed columns

Table A.4: Reaction kinetics
Reaction No.

k (pre exponential factor)

E (activation energy)[80]

4

4.32e+13

13249

5

2.38e+17

29451

6

9.77e+10

9855.8

7

3.23e+19

15655
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Holdup method

Table A.5: Bravo et al. Holdup correlation method for packed columns
[11]
Symbol

Description

Units

hL

Volumetric liquid holdup

m/s

ht

Fractional holdup

Ft

Correction factor for total

Formula

4

ht hp At


2/3
3µL uL
Ft
s

1/3

S
ρL
t gef f sinΘ
29.12(W eL F rL )0.15 S 0.359
Re0.2
0.6 (sinΘ)0.3 (0−0.93coswγ)
L

holdup due to effective wetted
area
gef f

Effective gravity

F rL

Froude number for the liquid

ReL

Reynolds number for the liq-

m/s2

g



V
rhoL
t −rhot
1
rhoL
t
l 2
(us )
Sg
L
uL
s Sρt
µL



−

/
/f lood



uid
V
uL
s , us

Superficial velocity for liquid,

L/ρL At ,L/ρV At

m/s

vapor
W eL

2 L
(uL
s ) ρt S

Weber number for the liquid

γ

Contact angle between solid

σ

deg

and liquid film
∆P
∆Z

Pressure drop per unit height

P a/m

cosγ = {

5.211*10−16835 for σ ≥ 0.055
0.9f orσ < 0.055


∆Pd
∆Z

1
1−(0.614+71.35S)ht

5

of packing
∆Pd
∆Z

Dry pressure drop per unit

P a/m

0.177ρV
t
S2 (sinΘ)2

uVs

2

+

88.774µV
S 2 sinθ

height of packing
∆P
∆Zf lood

Pressure drop per unit height

P a/m

of packing at flooding
m2

At

Cross-sectional area of the col-

g

Gravitational constant

m/s2

ap

Specific area of the packing

m2 /m3

hp

Height of the packed section

m

L, V

Molar flow rate of liquid, vapor

kmol/s

S

Slant height of a corrugation

m



Void fraction of the packing

Θ

Angel with horizontal of falling

umn

deg

film or corrugation channel
L

µ ,µ

V

Viscosity of liquid, vapor

P as

V
ρL
t , ρt

Density of liquid, vapor

kg/m3

ρL , ρV

Molar density of liquid, vapor

kmol/m3

σ

Liquid surface tension

N/m

L
, V
ρL ·At ρV ·At

uVs
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Abstract
Carbon dioxide capturing processes from industrial gases are
widely applied to enrich valuable gas and to reduce greenhouse gas emission. The highest amount of anthropogenic CO2
is emitted in flue gas form. Flue gas composition varies in a
wide scale therefore designing such plants that are able to
operate on a good removal efficiency scale is vital. A typical
method for such gas separation is an absorber-desorber system
where the absorbent is 30 w% aqueous monoethanolamine
solution.
The aim of this work is to setup computer based process model
that is capable of simulating CO2 capture from flue gases and
to study its performance at different operating conditions. We
investigate possible process improvements by enhancing the
CO2 removal efficiency with the variation of different key
parameters and different plant setups. We also take into
account the regeneration energy demand by optimizing the
system to the lowest specific energy demand. Results show that
the least attractive option is the overload of the existing
absorber-desorber system. By introducing a second absorberdesorber step, high removal efficiency can be reached while
maintaining low desorber temperature. The best performance
can be achieved with increasing the absorber height and
elevated desorber pressure that can reduce the specific
regeneration energy especially at high removal efficiency
region. This result is in agreement with the argued classical
absorber design and operation philosophy that the absorber
should be operated at extremely low loads, which is in
association with overdesigned absorber column packing
heights. This offers the possibility for flexible operation.
Keywords: CCS, MEA, modelling
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Introduction
Anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emission leading to
climate change and its effect on the natural environment poses
one of the biggest challenges ahead to be dealt with. It is
accepted that ocean water level, GHG concentration of the
atmosphere and the average temperature are in a function with
each other in time [30]. CO2, considering its amount in the
atmosphere has the most influence among GHG [42]. The
greatest concern today is that since the concentration of CO2
has risen to the record of 406 ppm by the year 2016 and
continues to do so, its effect on the climate will lead to a nonreversible change [1, 34]. So far the technological answers to
keep CO2 emissions as low as possible towards a green
economy are found in:
1.
2.

3.

Reforming available energy- conversion and
conservation techniques to boost energy efficiency.
Utilization of such energy conversion techniques
excluding imbalanced carbon oxidation, such as the
utilization of renewable or nuclear energy sources
[33].
Use of end of pipe gas cleaning techniques, also
called carbon capture and sequestration.

Some of these end of pipe techniques are already in
operation in other fields of the energy sector, such as natural
gas sweetening for the aim to meet natural gas quality standard
before it is inserted to pipelines. The end of pipe approach is
mainly criticized by the fact that the capture process has an
additional energy demand on one side and on the other side
dealing with the amount of captured CO2 is only partly
answered. There are however initiatives that utilize all these
technical approaches in parallel. One famous idea comes from
the Nobel Prize laureate George Olah's Methanol Economy in
which he describes a viable process cycle of recycling CO 2 by
producing methanol. For methanol production the H 2 is
produced by applying renewable energies for electrolysis. This
method would allow the energy circulation with large storage
capacity [13]. An alternative idea comes from the German
institute Umweltbundesamt (in English: Federal Environment
year Vol No

1

Agency) of developing an energy process cycle similar to
methanol economy but the carrier medium is methane [16].
The anthropogenic CO2 production is mostly emitted in flue
gas form [4, 21, 26, 27]. Flue gases therefore are present in
large volumes with low CO2 partial pressure. For such CO2
sources the most suitable technology present is the postcombustion carbon capture (PCC) method. The various types
of plants such as power plants, oil refineries, cement factories
etc. that produce flue gases operate in different loads
depending on their energy demand. This also results in various
content and composition flue gases [28]. To follow the
behavior of the plant the capture plant must be built to function
flexibly and economically in various circumstances. These
various circumstances include the varying gas compositions,
amount and capture rate flexibility as well [82]. The capture
rate flexibility is particularly important because the rate of the
captured CO2 may vary according to the gas composition and
the gas flow rate. The flue gas CO2 content may vary in the
range of 3.875 – 22 vol%, while similar industrial gases, such
as bio gas, may have an even higher CO2 content [19, 28].
In case the gas to be purified has a low CO2 content with
low (atmospheric) pressure, the separation task is a difficult
procedure due to the lack of mass transfer driving force. In
such a case the most recognized technique is the use of an
absorber-desorber system applying chemisorption [3, 20, 36].
The materials used for such process are found within the
groups of amines [6, 9, 22, 24, 25, 31, 36, 39]. Three groups
are distinguished within the group of amines by the number of
attached alcohol groups to the center nitrogen atom. The more
alcohol group is attached, the less is the mass transfer driving
force for CO2 absorption [17]. This feature is favorable for the
solvent regeneration but unfortunate for absorption. In order to
achieve acceptable removal efficiencies in pilot phase, the
most frequently used solvent in studies is monoethanolamine
(MEA). MEA having only one alcohol group is among the
most reactive absorbents for CO2 and SO2 meaning 1 mass unit
of MEA is capable of binding 0.45 mass of CO2 and it is
appropriate at low (atmospheric) pressures requiring stringent
outlet gas specifications 15, 43]. On the contrary MEA is
highly corrosive, and it is too viscous to be applied in itself,
therefore it is usually diluted to a 15-40 w% aqueous solution
[2].
Environmental policy and regulations are aiming at a carbon
neutral society. This tendency may have crucial effect on
plants emitting CO2 in large amounts. The novelty of our work
is that this article studies different scenarios if CO2 capture
removal efficiency should be increased. Our work studies the
approaches for a CO2 capture plant to cope with the increased
removal efficiency demand
The amine scrubbing capture process is built of two main
columns. Fig. 1 shows the basic scheme for the process. The
flue gas is vented into the bottom part of the absorber column
by a gas blower and flows upwards. In the absorber column it
2
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is contacted with the absorbent that is introduced at the top of
the column. In order to maximize the mass transfer rate,
packing with large surface area with low pressure drop is
utilized in both columns. In the absorber due to the low
absorbent CO2 loading and its temperature, the concentration
gradient drives CO2 to the liquid phase. As the loaded solvent
leaves the absorber it is preheated and introduced to the
desorber. Desorber pressure is a crucial parameter of the
system. According to Gale et al. [12] the thermal degradation
of MEA becomes economically significant above 130 °C. On
the other hand according to Freguia [11] elevated pressure is
favorable if further gas processing step such as compression is
included to the calculations. The operation of the desorber is
similar to a distillation column. The loaded absorbent enters at
the top of the column and it is contacted with steam generated
in the reboiler. The gaseous phase has a low CO2 partial
pressure and with the introduced heat the concentration
gradient is turned to drive CO2 back to the gas phase.
Eventually the steam and the liberated CO2 are separated in the
condenser.
2. Simulation tools
The base thermodynamic method used for the simulation is the
ENRTL method that includes different assumptions for the
liquid and the vapor phases.
In the vapor phase the presence of ions are neglected. The
defined components and the process properties suggest the
SRK EoS model (Soave, G 1972) [35, 38].
The thermodynamics of the liquid phase is more complex. The
parallel reactions including ions make the liquid phase act as a
weak electrolyte [22]. For such system Chen et al. extended
the local composition model NRTL by Renon and Prausnitz
[32] by supplementing the model by including the correction
of long range forces caused by the presence of ions [8].

Fig. 1
Capture process flowsheet with one absorber and one
desorber column
First A. Author, Second B. Author

The model was further developed by Mock by including the
Born correction, which takes the change of the dielectric
constants into account on the short range interactions [23].
This is today the ENRTL (electrolyte non-random two-liquid)
thermodynamic model. In the liquid phase 5 parallel reactions
are considered.
2H2O↔H3O++OHHCO3- +H2O↔H3O++CO32MEA+H3O+↔H2O+MEAH+
CO2+2H2O↔H3O++HCO3MEA+HCO3-↔MEACOO-+H2O

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

bulk phases and between the bulk phases two film layers are
present where mass and heat transfer is defined by rate
equations (see eq. 7).
(7)
Dyi/dx=∑k=1.k≠1 ((yiNk-ykNi)/cDik)
Equilibrium is only assumed at the interface of the two film
layer [37]. Since the non-equilibrium model focuses only on
calculating the flux of mass within the film layers, other
matters that influence the absorption and desorption process
are calculated with correlation equations. This means that non
equilibrium model is more precise and more adequate for
predictive simulations than the equilibrium model but it badly
needs reliable input data and more computation power.
2.2. Simulation parameters and features

These reactions are defined as instantaneous equilibrium
reactions. The reaction equilibrium constants are calculated
with the use of the Gibbs free energies. This reaction equation
system is valid in all unit ops. and stream, except for the
absorber and the desorber columns.
1.water dissociation ( see eq.1)
2.carbonate formation (see eq.2)
3.MEA- protonation (see eq.3)
4.Hydrogen carbonate formation (see eq. 4)
5.Carbamate formation (see eq.5)
In the absorber and desorber columns reaction 4 and 5 are
considered to be slow reactions therefore they are calculated
with forward end reverse reaction kinetic equations. The
reaction rate is calculated with a second order expression and
in Aspen Plus it is calculated with Arrhenius type Power law
eq. 6 where E is the activation energy and k is the preexponential factor [38].
(6)
r=k ∙ Tn ∙e-E/RT
2.1. Column model
The columns are modeled with the so called rate based model
developed by Taylor and Krishna [18]. The rate based model
for such reactive absorption case is superior to the traditional
equilibrium model [37]. For packed columns the equilibrium is
defined by a packing height that is the height equivalent
theoretical plate (HETP). This value is always given by the
packing vendors based on their measurements. The reason why
the equilibrium model is inadequate for modeling this system
is because the HETP of packing changes with operating points
and it changes along the height of the column. Furthermore as
HETP is used for defining a column, stage efficiency is also
introduced since phase equilibrium is rarely achieved totally in
a stage [37]. This problem was addressed by Taylor and
Krishna by the introduction of the non-equilibrium model [18].
The non-equilibrium model assumes stages consisting of two
Begin of Paper Title

The initial model of this study in Aspen Plus is a base model
that was originally verified by the pilot plant of the University
of Texas [10, 38]. Modification on the base model is carried
out in order to have better simulation characteristics. The
primary characteristics of this pilot plant and the model
parameters are summarized in Table 2 and flue gas parameters
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Flue gas parameters
composition of flue
gas, m/m

H2O
0.009

O2

N2

CO2

0.048

0.681

0.261

temperature

59 °C

pressure
flow

1.03 bar
16.76 kmol/hr

The model includes several stream loops. Such loops can lead
to convergence difficulties. The model is built up in a
multistep building phase, from individual unit ops. to a closed
loop process. This model building approach helps to have
acceptable initial parameters for better convergence. The
absorbent recycle loop is done by a built in calculator in which
only the carbon content is recycled.
The simulations are carried out using a so called design
specification mode. Design specification simulations mean that
instead of specifying all input parameters straight, one target
parameter is given and to achieve the target value, an
adjustable parameter is also defined with a value interval
where it is expected to be. Two approaches are used within the
design specification. Fig. 2 shows these different approaches.
The top row (approach nr.1) shows that the target value is the
removal efficiency (Ψ) with adjusted parameter being the
desorber heat and the varied parameter is the absorbent flow.
In order to achieve the desired removal rate, the cyclic capacity
is calculated. The minimal specific reboiler duty is found by
determining the proper absorbent loading (α) values. The
absorbent loading is calculated according to eq.8
year Vol No
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α=(CO2+CO3-2+MEACOO-+HCO3-)/
(MEA+MEA++MEACOO-)

(8)

The second row (approach nr.2) in Fig. 2 shows the case when
the desired parameter is the lean absorbent loading (α Lean) and
the adjusted parameter is the desorber heat and the varied
parameter is the absorbent flow. The reboiler duty is always
adjusted to the value to reach the initial absorbent loading.
With the second approach, in the whole system the CO 2
removal rate is not directly controlled but it is determined by
the mass balance. The first optimization approach gives results
faster for one desired removal efficiency and the second gives
the faster results for the optimal initial absorbent loading.

Fig. 2

Two approaches for finding operation points

Table 2 Primary parameters of the CO2 capture pilot plant in
Texas University
absorber
desorber
Non-equilibrium
stages
Packing type
Packing height
Column inner
diameter
Mass transfer
correlation
Interfacial area
correlation

50
IMTP, 1.5-IN,
METAL

FLEXIPAC 1Y,
METAL
6.1 m

Onda et al. [29]
Onda et al. [29]

Heat transfer
coefficient
method

Chilton and Colburn

Flow model

mixed

2.3. Removal efficiency improvement
If the removal rate of CO2, that is, the efficiency of the carbon
capture should be improved there might be some alternative
options. The investigated scenarios are the following:

4

3. Results
3.1. Increased load
The results of the first approach can be observed in Fig. 3. It
can be observed that by increasing the lean loading (αlean) of
the absorbent, the specific regeneration energy decreases. To
achieve high removal efficiencies αlean must be lowered for the
absorbent to be able to absorb increased amount of CO 2. The
tendencies show that higher removal efficiencies can be
achieved by decreasing the initial absorbent loading. This way
the cyclic capacity, Δα of the absorbent increases. Reasonably
low specific reboiler energies, around 4 GJ/tCO2 however can
only be achieved at low removal efficiencies. Higher removal
efficiencies can be either achieved by increasing the absorbent
mass flow and by decreasing the initial absorbent loading.
Furthermore high absorbent flow stresses the capacity of the
absorber column that may cause flooding. In case of low
absorbent flow the desorber column may be flooded by the
amount of steam generated in the reboiler. Varying the initial
absorbent loading has more visible impact on the specific
removal energy demand but decreasing the initial loading leads
to geometrically smaller equipment demand due to the smaller
mass flows.

Bravo et al., 1985
[14]
Bravo et al., 1985
[14]

Bravo et al 1992 [7]

·

·

column.
The third approach is to modify the desorption
pressure.
The fourth approach is to build a second absorberdesorber system that is able to further purify the
partly treated flue gas to a practically CO2 free gas.
This case is shown in Fig. 4.

0.427 m

Holdup method

·

·

The first approach is the intensification of the removal
efficiency by increasing the load of the existing
equipment.
The second approach is to build a second absorber
column as an extension of the existing absorber
Period. Polytech. Chem. Eng.

Fig. 3 operating conditions with one absorber desorber
column pair
3.2. Second absorber-desorber system
To address the issue of the increased specific reboiler
demand on higher removal rates, one possible solution is to
insert a second absorber-desorber column pair forming a twostep gas treating system. In this case, the absorber-desorber
column pairs work loosely dependent on each other (see
Fig. 4).
First A. Author, Second B. Author

Qspec=(Qreb,1+Qreb,2)/(mCO2,in –mCO2,out)

(9)

Fig. 5 Operating conditions with 65% removal rate for the
first absorber column

Fig. 4 Flowsheet of the 2 absorber and 2 desorber column
layout
The solution to investigate this coupled system is as
follows: the optimal operating conditions were found for the
first capture step with optimization approach nr.1 (see Fig. 2)
and the second capture step was investigated with optimization
approach nr.2. This solution approach does not follow the so
called dynamic optimization programing rule. The dynamic
optimization is a recursive optimization method where the first
step of sub optimization is the final stage of the system. The
theory of this approach is that when the last stage is optimized
than it does not effect the previous stages of the system [5, 41].
In our case a process retrofit is assumed where the existing
equipment has already been in use and that is extended with a
second one. For the first column pair, the optimal operating
point at the removal rate of 65% 76% and 85% is calculated.
The purified gas mixture is than introduced to the second
column pair and purified further to higher CO 2 removal rates.
The specific energy demand is calculated according to
equation 9.

Begin of Paper Title

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the optimal operation
of one column pair at different CO2 removal rates and if the
gas at 65% removal rate is introduced to a second absorberdesorber column pair. In the second case the optimum
operating condition is found by varying the absorbent mass
flow and the initial absorbent loading (αLean). The variation of
the initial loading of the absorbent has a high influence on the
removal rate. Towards higher initial absorbent loadings the
specific removal rate decreases until a certain value. The
optimal initial absorbent loading appeared to be at
0,3 molCO2/molMEA. At higher initial loadings the liquid
demand increases the specific heat demand. A similar tendency
can be observed with altered first stage removal rates. Fig. 6
shows the case if the first column is running at 76% removal
rate before it enters the second absorber column. At 76% the
specific removal energy demand is already rising quite rapidly
meaning that even though the second column pair is running
efficiently until 98% total removal efficiency the overall
specific energy demand will have a significantly higher value.
By increasing the first step CO2 removal rate another parameter
change can be observed. In Fig. 7 the first step removal
efficiency is set to 85% and as it is expected the overall
separation energy follows the expected rapid rising. Evaluating
these results, it is also shown in Fig.s 5, 6 and 7 that the second
separation stage optimal absorbent loading varies by the gas
mixture composition entering the second absorber column. As
the CO2 content of the gas mixture decreases, assuming
optimal operating conditions the initial absorbent loading
decreases as well. The optimum at 65% occurs at
0.3 molCO2/molMEA, at 76% it is reduced to
0.28 molCO2/molMEA
and
at
85%
it
is
at
0.26 molCO2/molMEA.

year Vol No
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the operating line and that increases the driving force (see
Fig. 8). If the temperature/pressure remains and the partial
pressure of the CO2 is decreased then desorption operating
line's slope will decrease. This can only be achieved by
producing more steam in the reboiler of the desorber.

Fig. 6

Operating conditions with 76% removal rate for the
first absorber

Fig 7

Operating conditions with 85% removal rate for the
first absorber column

Fig. 9 shows different operating conditions of varied
absorbent mass flows and initial absorbent loadings. It can be
observed that by increasing the reboiler pressure to 2.6 bar the
removal efficiency can be increased significantly while the
specific energy demand stays at reasonable values. To this
Fig. 9 shows the optimal operating condition when the reboiler
was set to 0.6 bar the initial loading was set to
0.3 molCO2/molMEA. At elevated pressure the optimal
loading was found to be at 0.18 molCO2/molMEA. This result
shows the optimal initial absorbent loading to be dependent on
the desorption pressure. It must be also mentioned here that
even though the specific energy demand shows better results at
higher desorber pressures, this energy demand is realized at
higher temperatures.

3.3. Desorber pressure variation
The classic approach to an absorber desorber system is to
have the absorption at high pressures and for desorption at low
pressures. In our case finding the optimal desorption condition
is not so clear. Following the classic approach, the saturation
temperature of the absorbent material decreases and the heat of
absorption also decreases with the temperature. On the other
hand, the driving force for desorption can be increased either
by increasing the temperature and the pressure of the desorber
column or by decreasing the partial pressure of the CO 2 in the
column.
Fig. 8
helps
to
understand
this
phenomenon.

Fig. 9 Operating conditions at elevated desorber pressure
(desorber pressure is set to 2.6 bar, except where other is
indicated)
3.4. Extended absorber height

Fig. 8 MEA-CO2 equilibrium curves and different desorber
column operating lines
If the temperature and the pressure is increased in the
desorber column, the equilibrium curve will shift away from
6
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Combining the approaches of absorber height increase and
desorber pressure increase lead to evaluate the mutual
influence of these parameter changes. The absorber height is
set to 12.2 m and the desorber columns pressure is also varied
in order to see the minimal specific energy demand. This
investigation is carried out at the initial desorption pressure of
0.68-, 1.68- and 2.68 bar. The results of the optimal operating
conditions in cases of 1.68- 2.68 bar can be seen in Fig. 10
with the comparison to the initial absorber height at 2.5 bar.
The results show that the double absorber height shows
superior advantage to every previous cases considering
specific energy demand. It can be observed in Fig. 10 that
increasing the absorber height while maintaining a moderate
First A. Author, Second B. Author

desorber pressure (1.6 bar) gives lower, more preferable results
compared to lower absorber height with increased desorber
pressure. Other parameters also tend to vary with the
desorption pressure change. At low desorption pressure the
optimal operating points tend to be the ones with the lean
loading between 0.16-0.18 while on elevated desorption
pressure the optimal operating conditions are when the lean
loading is set to 0.14-0.16.
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ABSTRACT: The carbon dioxide capture is a more and more important
issue in the design and operation of boilers and/or power stations because
of increasing environmental considerations. Such processes, absorber
desorber should be able to cope with ﬂue gases from the use of diﬀerent
fossil primary energy sources, in order to guarantee a ﬂexible, stable, and
secure energy supply operation. The changing ﬂue gases have signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the optimal operation of the capture process, that is, where the
required heating of the desorber is the minimal. Therefore special
considerations are devoted to the proper design and control of such boiler
and/or power stations equipped with CO2 capture process.

■

INTRODUCTION

• application of renewables (sun, water, wind, biomass)
• end of pipe treatment methods
Since the burning of fossil fuels is still a frequently used
method for energy production, there are diﬀerent methods to
reduce its emissions. Such methods are the so-called CCS
(carbon capture and storage) techniques. Large CO2 emission
sources are:
• power plants ﬁred with coal, oil, gas, biomass or their
diﬀerent combinations
• hydrocarbon/petrochemical industry
• other industrial activities, for example, cement industry4
According to some statistics power generation accounts for
about one-quarter of total emissions of carbon dioxide, the
main culprit in global warming5 but there are other sources that
estimates this amount to three-quarter, for example, ref 6 The
reduction of the CO2 emission is a key parameter of avoiding
global warming. The possible methods are
• pre-combustion capture
• post combustion capture
• oxyfuel combustion4
The most common and widely used process is the post
combustion technique (PCC). What makes PCC the most
attractive is its ability to retroﬁt existing plants and its earlier
technical experience with natural gas sweetening.7
Among the PCC techniques, currently there are several
alternatives. The most suitable for ﬂue gas treating, is reactive
absorption (or chemisorption) process with amines.

Human societies, among many others, need large amounts of
energy for their existence and development.1 This energy is
produced in several ways. The most classical way is the burning
of fossil fuel to get heat and to transform it into diﬀerent forms,
for example, electricity and kinetic energy. The burning of fossil
fuel is an important way to produce energy even today but it is
associated with the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG), such
as carbon dioxide. Many other kinds of emissions are converted
into carbon dioxide equivalent and together it is symbolized as
CO2e. Although carbon dioxide is an important compound of
the natural photosynthesis process, the current carbon dioxide
production of the humankind is much higher than the amount
of carbon dioxide that can be transformed with this natural
process. The burning of fossil fuels produces around 32 billion
tons (32 gigatons) of carbon dioxide (CO2) per year, but it is
estimated that natural processes can only absorb about half of
that amount, so there is a net increase of 10.65 billion tons of
atmospheric carbon dioxide per year.2 To stop this increase
there are serious incentives to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases since the current CO2 emission trend may
lead into an untreatable situation of the future societies. Such
serious action is the so-called “Kyoto protocol”. The Kyoto
Protocol is an international agreement linked to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. The
major feature of the Kyoto Protocol is that it sets binding
targets for 37 industrialized countries and the European
community for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This
amount equals to an average of ﬁve percent against 1990 levels
over the ﬁve-year period 2008−2012.3 The reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide emissions
can be completed in several ways, for instance
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Figure 1. Capture process ﬂow sheet.

type of combustion and fuel, leaving the chimney have very
high diﬀerences in volume ﬂows and, a varying CO2 content.
CO2 content of a ﬂue gas, respect to the fuel type after ash
particles, NOx and SOx ﬁltering is in the range of 0.06−0.27
kg/kg.
Seven diﬀerent ﬂue gases originating from the use of diﬀerent
primary energy sources in a power plant are selected for our
research. The compositions of the selected ﬂue gases are listed
in Table 1. In the seven kinds of ﬂue gases there are two types

In research, the most frequently used solvent is the 30 w%
aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solution. MEA is wellknown for its great cyclic capacity and reasonable energy
demand for regeneration. As a consequence its properties are
well studied, giving the possibility of high ﬁdelity modeling.
This makes MEA a benchmark absorbent giving a base for
comparison in developing other more sophisticated solvents.
The capture process conﬁguration is a typical absorber
desorber pair of column pairs (see Figure 1).
The greatest challenge ahead is to reduce the processes great
energy demand of the desorber. A good number of papers are
dealing with this issue by increasing thermal integrity within the
power plant and the capture plant,8,9 or manipulating
absorption by pre and intercooling the ﬂue gas10 or varying
the desorption pressure.11 Another approach comes from
optimizing the process by using amine blends types or hybrid
absorbents used for the gas treatment.12,13 According to Wang
et al. (2011)14 with these techniques the energy penalty may be
signiﬁcantly reduced. A relatively new incentive for CO2
absorption is the application of ionic liquids. The ionic liquids
solve CO, N2, O2, and H2 relatively low and therefore they can
be selective for CO2. However, hydrocarbon solubilities,
including methane, are higher. Ionic liquids solve water also
well, so at the regeneration it is also a ﬁgure to be considered.15
If security of energy supply is considered, it is a usual policy
that the fossil energy based power stations can operate with
diﬀerent fossil energy source, for example, if there is a shortage
on natural gas it can be replaced with coal, oil or others. This
means that the power stations should be ﬂexible in the energy
source, that is, the power station should be capable of operating
on diﬀerent primary fossil energy sources. For example it is
accepted that pulverized coal fuel are mixed with biomass. On a
fuel supply failure especially on a hard winter, power plants are
ready to switch to an alternative fuel in daytime periods. Such
ﬂexibility requires the ﬂexibility of the ﬂue gas treatment since
the diﬀerent fossil primary energy sources mean diﬀerent ﬂue
gas ﬂows and compositions. Therefore, in our research we aim
to study the behavior of a given carbon dioxide capture system
if the ﬂue gas is diﬀerent. For the CO2 removal 30 w% aqueous
monoethanolamine (MEA) solution is applied in an equipment
shown in Figure 1. The diﬀerent ﬂue gases, depending on the

Table 1. Simulated Flue Gases
content, m/m

H2O

O2

N2

CO2

test gas 1
test gas 2
biomass
hard coal
coal CHP
CCGT
lignite

0.061
0.062
0.089
0.009
0.074
0.052
0.161

0.12
0.105
0.031
0.048
0.0371
0.142
0.0335

0.680
0.687
0.679
0.737
0.683
0.745
0.614

0.082
0.147
0.199
0.261
0.204
0.060
0.190

of test gas indicated (1 and 2). These test gases have been used
in the pilot plant experiments of Mangalapally et al.(2009).12
The composition of the second test gas indicates higher CO2
level to model carbon rich fuel. The ﬂue gas content of biomass
burning is calculated from biomass burning power plant fuel
data. Hard coal ﬂue gas content is part of Aspen plus simulation
template. The last four ﬂue gases and contents are retrieved
from Kvamsdal (2011)10 where Coal CHP stands for coal fuel
in a combined heat- and power plant, CCGT stands for
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine and lignite is burned in a
conventional boiler. In all cases possible SOx content is
neglected, assuming that SOx capturing is already in
commercial use where it is needed to reach emission levels.
In order to see the capture cycle impact on carbon emissions
we use the life cycle assessment software tool SimaPro. We
compare the capture process with the mentioned ﬂue gases
assuming the heat is introduced from an auxiliary gas ﬁred
furnace.
Two cases are investigated for the diﬀerent ﬂue gases, (see
Table 1), with simulation:
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This so-called “rate-based” method takes into account mass
and heat transfer limitations and the method has been found
many application, like Mores (2011), 24 Ross(2003), 15
Simon(2011).25 The major advantage of the rate-based or
nonequilibrium model is that it completely avoids the
calculation of HETP and/or Murphree eﬃciency but, on the
contrary, it badly needs reliable and consistent mass and heat
transfer coeﬃcients at vapor−liquid and liquid−liquid interfaces26 and demands additional data, for example, viscosity,
surface tension, Thermal Conductivities, etc. for calculations
and requires more computing power.
Segments are assumed for the rate-based calculation and in
each segment homogeneous temperature and perfectly mixed
phases in the bulk are considered. The number of segments
accounts for the backmixing in the column. The more segments
are assumed the least is the backmixing.27 As a consequence,
the number of segments of rate-based calculation is an
important parameter of adequate modeling. It is beneﬁcial if
appropriate experimental data are available for the validation of
rate-based modeling.
To determine and apply the adequate model, equilibrium or
rate-based model, the comparison of modeled and experimental
data is needed. The pilot plant data from the University of
Kaiserslautern, Laboratory for Thermodynamics are
used.12,28,29 The system corresponds to the absorber-desorber
system shown in Figure 1.
During the experiments two test gases have been applied.
Their data are shown in Table 1, as Test Gas 1 and Test Gas 2.
Test Gas 2 contains more carbon dioxide than Test Gas 1,
however, both are supposed to be the ﬂue gas of natural gas
burning. During the pilot plant experiments both test gases
have been set to a constant input ﬂow in mass of 79 kg/h and
temperature of 60°C. The carbon dioxide removal rate of the
system has been kept close to 90% by adjusting the energy
applied in the reboiler of the desorber while the absorbent mass
ﬂow has been varied in order to ﬁnd that operating point where
the energy consumption is the smallest one. To ﬁnd this point
the absorbent ﬂow rate (L) has been manipulated. Our model
selection and validation are based on the temperature and the
CO2 composition proﬁles of the absorber and desorber of the
pilot plant system. Both the equilibrium and the rate-based
models are tested with the electrolyte NRTL thermodynamic
model. The adequate number of segments of rate-based
modeling is a crucial question. We ﬁnd the similar phenomena
that has already been observed by Peng et al. (2002)27 that is, if
we assume the same number of segment like the estimated
number of theoretical plates of the real pilot plant columns we
ﬁnd signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the data of the equilibrium
and the rate-based models. Therefore exhaustive computer
simulation work is devoted to ﬁnd such number of segments
that describes properly the behavior of the CO2 capture system,
that is, the absorber and the desorber. The comparison of the
simulated and measured data shows that we get good
simulation results if the number of segment is forty for each
column.
In the course of the simulation the equilibrium model
delivers in every case false temperature proﬁles and therefore its
application is canceled. On the contrary, the rate-based model
gives good, acceptable results. The most of the energy demand
of the capture plant is consumed by the reboiler, therefore it is
considered as the most important factor for the compared
between the simulation and experimental data. This error
between the experimental and the rate based model results

Case 1 corresponds to the case when the diﬀerent ﬂue
gases ﬂow with constant input ﬂow in mass and the
hydrodynamic and heat and mass transfer features of the
CO2 capture system are investigated. The eﬀect of the
CO2 removal rate (ψ) on the system behavior can be also
studied.
Case 2 corresponds to the situation if there is a constant
energy need by any energy consumer, for example:
power station, heating.
To deeply understand the behavior of CO2 capture system it
is necessary to investigate both cases since Case 1 delivers
information about the physicochemical behavior of the system
and Case 2 corresponds to a real application. The changing ﬂue
gases, both in mass ﬂow and composition, mean the ﬂexibility
needed in the situation when the primary energy source varies.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The CO2 absorption in the MEA-H2O−CO2 system is a
complex process containing consecutive and parallel reaction
steps in the liquid phase. The thermodynamic calculations must
be distinguished in the phases. In the gaseous phase, ions are
assumed to be not present and therefore an SRK EoS16 model
can be appropriate. Since the MEA-H2O−CO2 system acts as a
weak electrolyte it makes the modeling of the liquid phase more
complex. Among the available models and especially localcomposition models, the most recognized and state of the art
model is the E-NRTL(electrolyte-non random two liquid)
introduced by Chen et., al. (1979).17 The E-NRTL model is an
activity coeﬃcient model to calculate phase equilibria. The
certain parameters for each component pair can be found in
Freguia(2002),18 and further information about the ElectrolyteNRTL model can be read in Chen et al.(1979), 17
Chen(1986),19 Hillard(2008).20
In the liquid phase the following reactions are taking place in
parallel. These reactions are water dissociation eq 1, carbonate
formation eq 2, MEA- protonation eq 3, Hydrogen carbonate
formation eq 4 and the carbamate formation eq 5.

■

2H 2O ⇌ H3O+ + OH−

HCO−3

+

(1)

+ H 2O ⇌ H3O +

CO32 −

+

MEA + H3O ⇌ H 2O + MEAH
+

CO2 + 2H 2O ⇌ H3O +
MEA +

HCO−3

+

(2)
(3)

HCO−3

(4)

−

(5)

⇌ MEACOO + H 2O

The equilibrium constants form the work of Austgen et al.,21
Fregiuia,18 Freguia et al.22 were used in this study. In the
absorber, reaction eqs 4 and 5 were deﬁned with forward and
reverse reaction kinetics from the work of Freguia (2002)18 and
from Hikita (1977).23 The simulation and design of absorber
and/or distillation column is traditionally completed with the
equilibrium model. As equilibrium on a tray is in real life barely
achieved, it is usually extended with an eﬃciency (tray
eﬃciency or Murphree eﬃciency), that can be measured or
estimated from earlier experiences, giving little degree of
freedom in modeling. Krishna6 tried to overcome this problem
and described another option for mass transfer process like
absorption, rectiﬁcation modeling where the mass transfer rate
is calculated according to the parameters of the mass transfer
area, that is the exact geometrical parameters of the column and
its internal and components’ physicochemical features.
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Figure 2. Minimum Energy calculation at constant input gas ﬂow rate. a, heat demand operating points of various ﬂue gases with the same ﬂue gas
mass ﬂow and removal rate. b, optimal L/G values in the function of ﬂue gas CO2 concentration. c, optimal L/G values in function of the CO2
removed.

were within 5−10% in the range of preferred operating points.
Comparing other important factors such as the column
concentration- and temperature proﬁles, and the loading of
CO2 in the lean and rich streams are also in a good agreement
to the work of Tönnies (2011)29 that determines our model
selection.

■

is necessary to manipulate also the absorbent/gas (L/G) ratio,
as well.
Case 2. In this case such operation is investigated where the
boiler and the possibly connected power station performances
are constant and diﬀerent fossil primary energy sources are
applied. This ﬂexible operation is required for the sake of the
security of energy supply. Such an operation is typical for the
power stations where the primary energy sources may change
because of the change in the energy source supply. In such
situations the CO2 capture system is usually given but the ﬂue
gas amount and composition are changing. It is important to
know how can be handled such situations. The assumed CO2
removal rate is 90% in this case too. The constant boiler
performance is set to a 90 MJ/h value. For the calculation of
the ﬂue gas ﬂow and composition, constant lower heating
values of the diﬀerent primary energy sources are applied (see
Table 2). The test gas with high CO2 content is excluded from

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Case 1. In this operational mode a constant gas input ﬂow
of 55 kg/h is assumed for each ﬂue gas shown in Table 1. The
CO2 removal rate is 90%. As a ﬁrst step, the minimum reboiler
energy requirement is calculated for all the seven ﬂue gases in
the function of the absorbent gas (L/G) ratio. The heat
requirement of the reboiler is related to the removed CO2. The
results are shown in Figure 2.
The calculations show a clear optimum, that is a minimal
heat requirement for each ﬂue gas. The optimal L/G ratio
values are also presented in the function of the removed CO2
and the CO2 concentration of the ﬂue gas (see Figure 2b and
c). The tendencies are the same since the input ﬂue gas ﬂow is
constant and therefore the removed CO2 and the CO2
concentration are proportional.
It can be seen that in the case of CO2 removal the optimal L/
G ratio strongly depends on the quantity of CO2 removed. The
higher is the CO2 quantity to be removed, the higher is the L/G
ratio where the reboiler heat load is the minimal one. As a
consequence it can be concluded that the ﬂexible operation of a
boiler, that operates on changing primary energy source, needs
a special attention to both the heat load of the reboiler and the
L/G ratio. That means a special process control philosophy. If
the operation of a capture process at changing ﬂue gases should
be carried out it is not enough to manipulate the reboiler heat
load to obtain the proper operation of the system. It might lead
to a nonoptimal operation. For the sake of optimal operation it

Table 2. Simulated Flue Gases
fuel type

lower heating
value MJ/kg

ﬂue gas mass
ﬂow kg/h

L/G
opt

absorbent
kg/h

captured
CO2 kg/h

hard coal
coal CHP
test gas 1
CCGT
lignite
biomass

32.00
30.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
12.14

31.55
40.32
60.37
82.18
74.96
54.39

4.18
3.56
1.47
1.05
3.13
3.34

131.94
143.47
88.47
85.89
234.84
181.91

7.3
7.43
4.46
4.46
12.87
9.66

this calculation because of as it was mentioned above, its
composition was manipulated to reach higher CO2 content.
First the optimal L/G ratios are determined for the ﬂue gases
investigated, see Figure 3a.
The results of the calculations are summarized also in Table
2.
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Figure 3. Minimum reboiler energy calculation at ﬂexible operation, constant boiler heat output. a, heat demand of the operating points with varying
type of ﬂue gases and equal CO2 removal rate and constant boiler performance. b, Optimal L/G values in function of the CO2 concentration in the
ﬂue gas for Case 2. c, Optimal L/G values in function of the CO2 removed in the ﬂue gas for Case 2.

investigated. In Table 2 the ﬂue gases of the diﬀerent primary
energy sources considered are listed. For the optimal L/G ratio
the necessary absorbent ﬂow is also determined which is more
informative for the operation of the capture process than the L/
G ratio. It is an important question to answer, how the
absorbent ﬂow is changing if the power station at constant
performance must use a diﬀerent primary fossil energy source.
Figure 4 shows this case.

The optimal L/G ratios are presented in the function of the
CO2 removed and the CO2 content of the ﬂue gas again
(Figure 3b and c). Compared to Case 1, where constant ﬂue
gas ﬂows there are, in this case the ﬂue gas ﬂows are diﬀerent.
The captured CO2 quantity varies also in a wide scale.
The tendency of the optimal L/G in the function of the
removed CO2 is not so clear as in Case 1. The two ﬂue gases,
Test Gas 2 and CCGT, have lower CO2 content than the other
ﬂue gases (see Table 1). This reason is the fact that these ﬂue
gases come from the burning natural gas, where the heat
content is due also to the hydrogen being present in the
primary energy source in a signiﬁcant amount. It is an
interesting recognition that the optimal L/G ratio linearly
depends on the CO2 composition in the ﬂue gas, similarly like
in Case 1. The conclusion is obvious: the higher is the CO2
content of a ﬂue gas, the higher should be the optimal L/G
ratio. Even though there is a slight decrease in the speciﬁc
optimal reboiler energy, the nominal heat demand also
increases at higher carbon content fuels. This leads to the
conclusion that more carbon rich and less valuable the fuel is,
the more energy is required to maintain the separation quality.
If we assume heat integration between the power and the
capture plant, the power plant will lose its eﬃciency as more
heat is consumed by the capture plant in such cases.
Flexibility Considerations. The security of energy supply
requests that the power stations should be able to operate with
diﬀerent primary energy sources. If there is a shortage in natural
gas, the power station should run with other primary energy
sources like oil, coal, biomass. Such a change does have an
inﬂuence on the boilers of the power station and moreover, on
the operation of the ﬂue gas treatment system. In our research
we focus on the proper operation of the CO2 capture system. In
Case 2 the constant boiler/power station operation is

Figure 4. Absorbent ﬂow for ﬂue gases of diﬀerent primary energy
sources in the function of their lower heating value (LHV).

A clear tendency can be observed. If the LHV of the fossil
energy source is small, high absorbent ﬂow is required to fulﬁll
the 90% CO2 removal and vica versa (see Figure 4). This might
be a dangerous tendency. Because if the fossil primary energy
source is changing that will be associated with a changing
amount of absorbent required for 90% CO2 removal rate.
Considering that the CO2 capture processes, absorber and
desorber system, are usually designed to operate around the
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80% of the ﬂooding of column internals for the sake of eﬃcient
operation, it can cause operational problems. Namely if a fossil
energy source of high LHV is changed to a less valuable energy
source that has more modest LHV, that would mean the
absorbent ﬂow should be signiﬁcantly increased. This may
cause operational problems at the CO2 capture process both in
the absorber and the desorber since ﬂooding may occur. If the
opposite situation takes place, that is, a fossil primary source of
higher LHV is applied to replace a fossile energy source of
modest LHV, the absorbent ﬂow will decrease and the two
columns, absorber and desorber, may get into such hydraulic
conditions that do not favor the eﬃcient operation. The
conclusion is obvious: the smallest the LHV of a fossil primary
energy source is, the higher absorbent ﬂow is required. Such a
change jeopardize the ﬂexibility of a boiler/power station
operation of constant performance and its reliable operation is
under risk. To overcome this problem the following solution
alternatives can be recommended:
1. If a fossil energy source should be replaced, such fossil
energy source should be possibly applied that has a LHV
similar to that of the replaced one.
2. A back up CO2 capture process should be applied to
guarantee the stable operation of the boiler/power
station at constant performance and constant CO2
removal.
3. The performance of the boiler/power station should be
adapted to the performance of the CO2 capture process.
4. The CO2 removal eﬃciency should be changed.
As a solution alternative 1 and 2 can be recommended and
alternatives 3 and 4 should be the less preferred ones. It is
necessary to mention that if a CO2 capture process is not
operated at the right unit operation parameters, than its
operation energy consumption is signiﬁcantly higher than
necessary.
CO2 Balance. The CO2 capture needs energy via the
regeneration of the absorbent that happens in the desorber. If
this energy is produced from fossil primary energy sources it
will result also in CO2e emission. Every kind of emitted gas
causing greenhouse gas eﬀect is considered and therefore the
CO2e is selected for investigation. As fossil primary energy
source the natural gas is selected. The investigation of the CO2e
balance emphasizes the importance of the optimal operation of
the capture process. It is interesting to know how such a CO2e
emission relates to the amount of CO2e captured if the
operation is changing. Figures 5 and 6 show the CO2e balance
via the ratio of CO2e emitted, due to the operation of the
desorber, and CO2e captured in the absorber. Since the optimal
L/G is already determined in Figures 2 and 3, at this point only
the CO2 removal rate is changed and its eﬀect is studied
In the diagrams of Figures 5 and 6 it is shown that the
speciﬁc CO2 balance in both cases are well below 0.24. The
speciﬁc CO2 balance comes from the formula: CO2 equivalent
produced by the ﬂue gas emitter/the CO2 emission of natural
gas burning for the desorber. In case of large industrial
complexes and power plants waste heat or steam is used to
even lower the CO2 balance.8,30,9 It can be followed that in
both cases the speciﬁc CO2 balance rises rapidly around the
removal rate of 85−90%.
At the calculation of the CO2e balance, the results of Case 1
shows a practically constant range for the CO2e over absorbed
CO2 between 60 and 90% removal rate. The range of the CO2e
emitted and captured is between 21 and 24% meaning that the

Figure 5. CO2e balance for Case 1. Optimal L/G ratio is applied and
CO2 removal is varied.

Figure 6. CO2e balance for Case 2. Optimal L/G ratio is applied and
CO2 removal is varied.

netto CO2e captured is around 76−80% of the total emitted
from the boiler. It is an interesting phenomenon that when the
CO2 captured in the absorber is going to be increased over 90%
because of forced operation, the CO2e balance is getting worse
rapidly. This explains why the CO2e capture processes usually
operate around 90% capture. The same phenomenon can be
observed in Case 2. The CO2e balance is around 21−24% and a
rapid worsening can be observed if the CO2e captured in the
absorber is getting higher than 90%.
Implications. The investigation of the CO2 capture process
in the case of diﬀerent ﬂue gases resulted from the use of
diﬀerent fossil primary energy sources shows that a diﬀerent
absorbent−gas ratio proves to be that one where the energy
requirement of the capture process is a minimum one. This socalled optimal L/G ratio shows a linear correlation with the
CO2 content of the ﬂue gas. If the ﬂexibility of a boiler and or
power station with CO2 capture process is considered, serious
attention should be paid to the design and operation of the
capture process. If the primary energy source is changed the
operation of the capture process should be also changed at two
points: absorbent ﬂow (L/G ratio) and the heating of the
reboiler of the desorber. So, the proper control policy should
consider these two possible manipulated variables. If constant
boiler performance is carried out and the fossil energy source is
changed to another one of smaller LHV the absorbent ﬂow
increases and that can cause operational problems. To avoid
such problems and guarantee ﬂexible operations, special
engineering consideration should be applied both in the
phase of process design and operation.
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a b s t r a c t
Processes applied for the capturing of carbon-dioxide from industrial gases are in the focus of the reduction of green-house gas emission. The highest amount of anthropogenic CO2 is emitted in flue gas form
but with varying gas composition according to the source and the circumstance of the combustion of
fossil fuel. A typical method for such CO2 capturing is an absorber–desorber system where the absorbent
is quite frequently 30 wt% aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solution. The aim of our work is to setup
an adequate and verified computer based process model that is capable for the rigorous simulation
and analysis of the treatment of various flue gases, evaluating the purification of different types of
flue gases to see the environmental aspect and further possible process improvements. For the verification of the absorber–desorber model, measured data are applied. The data are obtained on an existing
absorber–desorber system of pilot plant size for the cases of two different test gases of different compositions. It is shown and explained why the equilibrium stage model is not accurate in such cases but the
non-equilibrium stage assumption, that is, the rate based modeling is suitable. Modeling explains the
reasons of why the operation with less absorbent need higher energy for the operation than the optimal
one and shows the effect of carbon footprint of the energy demand achieved with various fuels used for
desorber heating.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
CO2 capture and sequestration (CCS) is of increasing interest since studies have shown that anthropogenic greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions have significant impact on climate change (Metz
et al., 2005). There have been many steps taken to face the challenge
of mitigating CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. CO2 concentration has been permanently increasing in the past couple of decades
and continues such increasement (co2now, 2015). To overcome the
human related CO2 emissions, this problem is approached from
various aspects. Energy rationalization, application of renewable
energy sources and CCS techniques give the technical basis to
achieve such a goal. There are three major techniques under development among CCS techniques, based on placing the capture of
CO2 . These are (Metz et al., 2005):
• pre-combustion capture,

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +36 14631203/304403518.
E-mail address: tibor.nagy@kkft.bme.hu (T. Nagy).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijggc.2015.05.017
1750-5836/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

• oxy-fuel combustion (during combustion),
• post-combustion capture (PCC).
PCC is an end of pipe gas cleaning procedure that is most suitable
for existing point source CO2 emitters. Point sources in this case
are such industries that produce CO2 in large amount at one certain place. For point sources, among others, the following examples
belong to: conventional power plants that give basis of continuous
electricity supply (Yang et al., 2008), natural gas processing plants,
oil refineries, cement factories, steel works and other industries
with great heat demand applying fossil fuels.
The most recognized PCC technique available for flue gas treating is the reactive absorption process with amines. The most
frequently used solvent in practice and studies is the 30 wt% aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solution. MEA has a relative high
cyclic capacity meaning 1 mass unit of MEA is capable of binding
0.45 mass of CO2 (Jou et al., 1985). It should be, however, mentioned that most of the studies of PCC is aiming at reducing the
heat demand of the regeneration process (Zhang et al., 2014; Bak
et al., 2015). However, the choice of absorbent agent is rather more
complicated, as eventually the economic optimum is a matter of
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Nomenclature
CO2 e
carbon dioxide equivalent
A, B, C, D temperature dependent coefficients for reaction
equilibrium constant
c
mixture molar density
Dik
Maxwell–Stefan-diffusion coefficient for pair i–k
E
activation energy
Hdiff
differential heat of absorption
hk
enthalpy proportional factor
k
pre-exponential constant
K
reaction equilibrium constant
Ni
molar flux of component i
R
gas law constant
r
rate of reaction
T
absolute temperature
Tabsorption absorption temperature (absolute)
Greek letters
˛
absorbent loading [apparent molCO2 /apparent mol
MEA]

other factors like corrosivity (Daneshvar et al., 2004; Zhao et al.,
2011), price, utility costs (Nuchitprasittichai and Cremaschi, 2013;
Peters et al., 2011; Tuinier et al., 2011), absorbent selectivity and
degradation with time/nature (Wang et al., 2015), hazardousness,
CO2 tax/penalty/price, safety issues. MEA is a frequently studied
and applied because its properties are quite well known which
makes it the most suitable for wide scale modeling studies (Wagner
et al., 2013; Conway et al., 2015; Peters et al., 2011; Bidart et al.,
2011) and gives an excellent base for comparison with possible
other absorbent candidates. The 30 wt% aqueous mixture has practical importance: MEA in high concentration is strongly corrosive
and its viscosity is also increases which makes it difficult to handle efficiently at lower temperatures (Kohl, 1985). The CO2 capture
process applying MEA absorbent, is illustrated in Fig. 1. The process
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consists of two columns. During PCC the gas mixture to be treated is
fed at the bottom of the absorber column by a gas blower and flows
upwards while, the lean absorbent is fed at the top of the absorber
resulting in a counter current operation.
At the CO2 capture phase of the gas cleaning, the gas mixture
at the column inlet should be already treated to meet other emission standards for pollutants such as ash particles, NOX and SOX .
This condition of the flue gas allows the column to be packed with
structured packing of high surface area for efficient mass transfer while maintaining low pressure drop in the columns. In the
absorber column as liquid and the gas phases interact, the concentration gradient at the liquid/gas interface drives CO2 to the
liquid phase. The operating conditions of the two unit operations,
absorption and desorption, are contradictory, that is, as long as
the absorption prefers the high pressure and low temperature the
desorption should be carried out at high temperature and modest
pressure. The proper pressure values are, however, crucial points
of the operation. As the loaded solvent leaves the absorber, its pressure is increased by a pump to prevent any desorption of the CO2
absorbed. The pressure of the desorption also a key parameter of
the process. Freguia and Rochelle (2003) has highlighted the importance of the regeneration pressure. If the reboiler pressure is low
it will increase the compression work of the CO2 after separation
but if the pressure is higher than 2.5 bar it will cause a high reboiler
temperature resulting in MEA degradation. The heat content of the
bottom flow, regenerated absorbent, is utilized in a process heat
exchanger applying the energy integration philosophy, where the
feed flow of the desorber is preheated. This is a double beneficial
energy integration since the regenerated absorbent is also cooled
supplying cold absorbent to the absorber column.
The absorbent to be regenerated is a CO2 rich solvent that flows
downwards in the desorber while it is contacted with the stripping
steam that is generated in the reboiler. The generated steam has
a low CO2 content which gives the necessary driving force for
the desorption. At the top of the desorber column a condenser
separates the steam and the evaporated CO2 . This article focuses on
the proper modelling of the absorber–desorber system, the special
modelling effects, how does the different flue gases influence

Fig. 1. Capture process flow sheet.
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the system behavior and what environmental impacts are to be
considered at flue gas cleaning.

 dlnK 
dt

=
p

1H
RT 2

1H = −R(B + C · T + D · T 2 )

2. Simulation tools
2.1. Thermodynamic model
The absorption of CO2 in alkanolamines is a complex process
concerning thermodynamic non-idealities. Different thermodynamic assumptions are made the liquid and the vapor phases. The
MEA-CO2 -H2 O system forms weak electrolyte in the liquid phase.
As the ions are not assumed to be present in the vapor phase, chemical reactions are neglected and the thermodynamic behavior of the
vapor phase is calculated with the SRK EoS model (Soave, 1972).
The liquid phase is rather more complicated. As CO2 dissolves in the
liquid it will be bounded in carbamate and carbonate form causing
the liquid phase an electrolyte behavior (Wagner et al., 2013). Chen
et al. (1979) used the local composition model Non Random Two
Liquids for electrolytes by supplementing it with the correction of
the long range forces caused by the ions. This model was then further refined by Mock and Evans (1986) including the 3rd term, the
born correction that takes the change of the dielectric constants
into account on the short range interactions. These altogether give
today what is called the ENRTL (electrolyte non random two liquid)
thermodynamic model (Zhang et al., 2011).
In the liquid phase the following five reactions are assumed to
take place.

(8)
(9)

Measurements from Kim (2007) and modeling studies of Hikita
et al. 1977 and the base case of Aspen Plus are compared in Fig. 2. In
this figure the absorption enthalpy values, that is, the heat of the different reactions, are presented in the function of the chemisorption
temperature in the function of the absorbent CO2 loading values.
The measured values are represented with points, and the calculated results of Aspen Plus are the lines. Aspen Plus can calculate
in two ways: (i) based on the Gibbs free energy (dotted line), (ii)
uses the coefficients listed in Table 1 for such a calculation (full
line). Values are calculated at 40 ◦ C, 80 ◦ C and 120 ◦ C temperatures.
The calculated lines show similar tendencies like the measured
points (Kim, 2007; Kim et al., 2009). The absorption enthalpy values can be considered practically constant in the function of the
absorbent carbon-dioxide loading. On the basis of Fig. 2, an interesting new fact can be observed and concluded: if we assume that
the heat of absorption is constant in the function of the loading
and divide this value with the corresponding temperature in Kelvin
then it gives a practically constant value in the investigated loading
range (˛ = 0.1–0.5) (hk ), 0.27 (kJ/molCO2 K) (Eq. (10)) what we call
enthalpy factor.
1Hdif = hk · Tabsorption

(10)

MEA + H3 O ⇋ H2 O + MEAH

(3)

The range of the enthalpy factor is 0.267–0.287 (kJ/molCO2 K) in
the temperature range of 313–393 K. This can be, however, applied
in the region where the carbamate formation is the dominant reaction. Evaluating the results, the tendency is clear. The results of
both models are in the range of experimental error and each one
has temperature optimum. The equilibrium constants of the different reactions selected from the highly valued (Freguia, 2002)
and (Edwards et al., 1978) sources are listed in Table 1 since it
describes the tendency of the absorption enthalpy in the function
of the different temperatures and loading ranges.
During absorption, the reactions that are responsible for binding the CO2 , Eqs. (4) and (5) have different reaction velocities
and cannot be assumed as irreversible, therefore they are defined
with forward and reverse reaction kinetics as reversible reactions.
The rate constants are described by modified Arrhenius equation
power law equations (11), where r is the rate of reaction, k is the
pre-exponential factor, T is the absolute temperature, n is the temperature exponent, R is the gas constant and E is the activation
energy (IUPAC, 1997). The values of k and E are taken from the
work of Freguia (2002).

CO2 + 2H2 O ⇋ H3 O+ + HCO−
3

(4)

r = k · T n · e−E/RT

(5)

2.2. Column model

(6)

The modeling and design of absorption and distillation columns
has been traditionally carried out by the so-called phase equilibrium model. The equilibrium method has been for long, a simple
straight forward and useful tool for column modelling, separation
calculations and column design. The theory of the phase equilibrium model in the case of a packed column means that there is a
certain height of packing, the so-called height of equivalent theoretical plate (HETP), where the vapor and liquid streams that leave
this height of packing are in phase equilibrium with each other. Any
effect causing the deviation of mass transfer from ideality is taken
into account by introducing the Murphree or column efficiencies
(Onda et al., 1971). The different efficiencies take the non-idealities
into consideration and can describe the column composition profile in agreement with the real trays or stages. It is important to

•
•
•
•
•

Water dissociation (Eq. (1))
Carbonate formation (Eq. (2))
MEA-protonation (Eq. (3))
Hydrogen carbonate formation (Eq. (4))
Carbamate formation (Eq. (5))

Among the reaction equations in actual absorption–desorption
conditions the most CO2 is bounded in carbamate form as the
absorbent loading (˛, apparent molCO2 / apparent mol MEA) in such
columns are in the range of 0.1–0.5. In the work of Wagner et al.
(2013) it was shown, that the carbamate content in this temperature range peaks at the ˛ = 0.5 and the carbonate content is only
relevant at higher ˛ values. The value of the loading is calculated
with Eq. (6).
2H2 O ⇋ H3 O+ + OH−
HCO−
3

+

+ H2 O ⇋ H3 O

(1)
+ CO2−
3

MEA + HCO−
3
˛=

(2)
+

+

−

⇋ MEACOO + H2 O

CO2 + HCO−
3

+ CO−2
3
−

MEA + MEACOO + MEA+

[mole/mole]

In Aspen Plus there is an option for determining the reaction
equilibrium constants. The first and straight forward option is when
the software calculates it from the standard Gibbs free energy
change, the second option is to give the temperature dependence
of the equilibrium constants as Eq. (7) shows. There has been a
number of studies aiming at measuring and calculating the reaction
equilibrium constants (Keq ) which have great importance in thermodynamic modeling as the Van ’t Hoff equation (Eq. (8)) shows
(Atkins and de Paula, 2006), the overall enthalpy of a reaction is
directly linked to the reaction equilibrium constants (Eq. (9)).
lnKeq = A + B/T + C · ln(T ) + D · T

(7)

(11)
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Fig. 2. Differential heat of absorption in the potential loading range of an absorber–desorber system at 40 ◦ C, 80 ◦ C and 120 ◦ C.

Table 1
Reaction equilibrium constants used in this work.
Reaction no.

A

B

C

D

Ref

1
2
3
4
5

132.89888
231.465439
216.05043
−3.038325
−0.52135

−13445.9
−12,092. 1
−12,431.7
−7008.357
−2545.53

−22.4773
−36.7816
−35.4819
0
0

0
0
0
−0.0031348
0

Edwards et al. (1978)
Edwards et al. (1978)
Edwards et al. (1978)
Freguia and Rochelle (2003)
Freguia and Rochelle (2003)

note that the tray or column efficiencies can be estimated with different methods or measured on an operating column. There are,
however, cases where the equilibrium model shows deficiencies if
it is going to be applied. These are such cases where the relative
volatilities of the mixture components are high or in cases where
the mass transfer is followed by reactions, especially with a slow
reaction (reactive distillation/absorption). In such cases the phase
equilibrium model with any efficiency correction gives no longer a
fair result. The reason is that slow reactions eventually lead to small
stage efficiencies, e.g. in the case of MEA absorption the Murphree
efficiencies would be in the range of 0.1–0.2.
Another approach for column modeling has been introduced by
Krishna (1993), the so-called rate based or non-equilibrium model.
The rate-based model assumes not just vertical segments along
the column height as the mentioned theoretical plates or HETP
but introduces horizontal segments. Each vertical segment is discretized to bulk and film segments for the liquid and for the vapor
phases as well. The mass transfer in the film segment is defined by
the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion, equation (12). Vapor–liquid equilibrium is only assumed at the interface of the two films (Krishna,
1993). Eventually in rate based models there are always three state
function profiles that characterizes a column: (i, ii) bulk parameters
of the gas/vapor and liquid and (iii) the physical properties of the
interface of the gas/vapor–liquid phases.
dyi
=
dx

X y N −y N
i k
k i

k=1,k =
/ 1

cDik

(12)

2.3. Model evaluation and verification
The CO2 -MEA absorption–desorption system is such a case
where the rate based model is applied without any exception by
every authors (Liu et al., 2015; Afkhamipour and Mofarahi, 2014;
von Harbou et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2011). For the validation of the
built model in ASPEN PLUS, the measured data obtained on a pilot
plant equipment of the University of Kaiserslautern, Laboratory for
Thermodynamics are used for comparison. In order to evaluate the

model for a variety of flue gases, the measured results of two artificial test gas mixtures (see Table 2) are taken. Test gas 1 corresponds
to the flue gas of natural gas combustion with low CO2 content and
Test gas 2 is of higher CO2 content.
The key parameters of the modeled columns are identical to
those of the work of Mangalapally and Hasse (2011) and Zhang and
Chen (2013). The used model correlations are listed in Table 3.
During the verification, both test-gases are set to a constant
mass flow of 79 kg/h and a temperature of 46 ◦ C (Mangalapally and
Hasse, 2011). The CO2 removal rate of the system is kept to meet
the measurement results which are originally set to about 90%.
The investigation of the rate based model both in the case of
the absorption and desorption columns is carried out in the professional flowsheeting environment of ASPEN PLUS. The column
profiles are analysed. The temperature and CO2 concentration profiles of the liquid phase are modelled and compared with the
measured results of the pilot plant device. The comparison gives
a fair result for the evaluation along the packing height of the two
columns.
The CO2 removal rate of 90% is achieved with manipulating the
absorbent mass flow, that is, the L/G ratio and adjusting the reboiler
energy (q). These parameters are varied in a wide range as long
as the optimum values are determined (see Fig. 3a). As it can further be seen in Fig. 3a, the model is capable to predict the optimal
operating condition for both test gases and tends to have a better quality at higher L/G ratio operating points. The quality of each
operating points can be evaluated with parity analysis of the measured and the simulated results. Fig. 3b shows the parity plot of the
measured specific heat consumption of the reboiler and the simulations. It also presents that most of the operating points can be

Table 2
Simulated test gases.
Content, m/m%

H2 O

O2

N2

CO2

Test gas 1
Test gas 2

0.061
0.062

0.12
0.105

0.680
0.687

0.082
0.147
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Table 3
Column parameters.
Absorber
Non-equilibrium stages
Packingtype
Packing height
Column inner diameter
Mass transfer correlation
Interfacial area correlation
Flow modell

Desorber
50
Sulzer BX

5.2 m

2.6 m
0.125 m
Bravo et al. (1985)
constant 320 m2 /m3 (Nagy and Mizsey, 2013)
mixed

Fig. 3. (a) Parity plot between the measured and simulated specific rebolier heat demand of different operating points at constant 90% CO2 removal rate, (b) specific heat
consumption of the reboiler for both type test gases in different Liquid/Gas (L/G) ratios of the absorber at constant 90% CO2 removal rate.

simulated well within ±10% error compared to each other. On the
cases where the error is higher than ±10%, one possible reason is
the uncertainty of the thermodynamic model on lower ˛ regions
and high temperatures. This phenomenon is shown earlier in Fig. 2.
The evaluation of the model can be expanded with column
profile analysis. In this case both the temperatures and the CO2
concentrations of the liquid phase give fair result for the evaluation along the packing height of the columns. The simulation results
show a clear match to the measurements of the temperature profiles (Figs. 4a and 5a and of the CO2 concentration profiles, Figs. 4b
and 5b).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Presentation of why rate based modeling
The modeling of a distillation or absorption column is always
depending on the problem. The reactive absorption and desorption
of carbon-dioxide with any kinds of amines are always modeled with the rate based modeling technique (Inga von Harbou
and Imle, 2014; Moioli and Pellegrini, 2015; Laura et al., 2011;
Dawid et al., 2015; Patricia Moresa and Scennaa, 2012; Morteza
Afkhamipour, 2013). To the best of the authors’ knowledge,

however, there is no clear demonstration and/or explanation
of the necessity of this model selection. Therefore, in our work,
the classical McCabe–Thiele graphical demonstration (Warren
McCabe and Smith, 2005) is selected for a deeper investigation of
this absorption–desorption modelling problem. The absorbent is
30 wt% aqueous monoethanolamine and the liquid composition is
the absorbent loading (˛). For the gas phase the partial pressure of
the CO2 in kPa is selected. The equilibrium curves are taken from
Jou et al. 1985. The equilibrium and internal flow relations, that
is, the operating lines are also calculated and presented for both
the absorber and the desorber in the cases of both test gases. Fig. 6
shows the absorbers for the two test gases, Figs. 7 and 8 show
the same for the desorber. Different absorbent-gas ratios (L/G) are
calculated and presented showing different operating lines. It is
necessary to mention that the operating lines are not straight lines
since the law of molar overflow is not true either in the absorber or
in the desorber. Figs. 6–8 are clearly showing why the equilibrium
model is misleading and cannot be applied for the description of
the absorbers. If the philosophy of the McCabe–Thiele method
is followed it can be seen that the absorber corresponds to one
equilibrium stage which a clear sign of a misleading concept.
Considering that the height of column internals and the HETP
values given by the structured packing producer (Strukturierte

Fig. 4. Temperature (a) and concentration (b) profile of the absorber column (note that on both figures, the height refers to the height of the packing and the negative height
refers to the liquid collector at the bottom of the columns).
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Fig. 5. Temperature (a) and concentration (b) profile of the desorber column (note that on both figures, the height refers to the height of the packing and the negative height
refers to the liquid collector at the bottom of the columns).

Fig. 6. Absorber column operating lines of the low- and high CO2 partial pressure test gas cases.

packungen für destillation, 2012), both columns contain more than
one theoretical stage. However, neither in the absorber nor in the
desorber there is an equilibrium in the different column internal
sections represented by a HETP. This contradiction presents why
the rate based modeling should be used since in the column only
non-equilibrium stages are present. These phenomena explains
why the rate based modeling technique should be applied in the
cases of absorption and desorption if chemical reactions are also
present (J.E.A.P.L, 2014).

3.2. Analysis of the operating conditions
As the removal rate of the CO2 is set to a constant 90% in every
operating point, the separated CO2 must remain constant. In Fig. 6
the cases of different L/G ratios in the absorber can be followed.
Different L/G ratios in the absorber leads to different regenerations task in the desorber. As the L/G ration increases, the lean
absorbent loading will increase as well while the rich loading, that
is, the absorbent loading at leaving the absorber does not vary

Fig. 7. Desorber column operating line of the low CO2 partial pressure test gas case.
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Fig. 8. Desorber column operating line of the high CO2 partial pressure test gas case.

significantly, that will result in a lower cyclic capacity of the
absorbent (1˛). The regeneration side of the same setting can be
followed in Figs. 8 and 7. As the preheated rich absorbent enters the
desorber column, part of the CO2 evaporates immediately, therefore there is always a difference between the rich absorbent loading
calculated at the top section of desorber and the rich absorbent
loading leaving the absorber column. This phenomenon becomes
even more strong on low L/G ratios in the absorber since during
the regeneration process more vapor must be produced to keep
the CO2 partial pressure at a low value to increase desorption rate
(see Figs. 7 and 8 at low L/G operating points).
3.3. Environmental considerations
An important feature of the CO2 capture is in focus today, namely
the net equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2 e) balance of the CO2 capture, that is, the captured CO2 is related to the CO2 e emission
resulted by the heating of the reboiler of the desorber. The (CO2 e)
represents the global warming potential of an emission containing
different greenhouse gases where all compounds are transformed
into the functional equivalent, CO2 , using the ratio of their global
warming potential (Gohar and Shine, 2007). The absorber–desorber

unit demands heat and the production of such energy is associated
with CO2 e emission. The environmental impact of the CO2 capture
can be evaluated by introducing the CO2 e of this heat demand. The
way of the production of such a heating energy highly depends on
the type of the primary energy carrier, that, is natural gas, coal,
biomass, etc. It is obvious that the primary energy carrier has a
great contribution to the feasibility to the CO2 capture, that is, to
the net CO2 e balance.
One favored aspect is to utilize part of the steam that drives the
turbines of a power station. This approach causes a net penalty in
the energy output of a power station and complicates the control of
both plants. Another approach is to use steam from a separate boiler
which has also its drawbacks in investment cost, space demand, etc.
In this study a constant 90% of CO2 removal rate for both test gases is
assumed and the operating conditions with the least/optimal heat
demand are used. As heat may come from different sources, different scenarios are studied by assuming different types of primary
energy carriers. The CO2 e emission associated to the heat requirement of the desorption is evaluated with the life cycle analysis
software SIMAPRO applying the calculation method 2007GWP100a
with the Econinvent database. Our study deals only with the environmental impact of the CO2 capture phase. Other aspects such as

Fig. 9. Environmental impact balance of the CO2 capture with different heat sources.
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the compression, transport, etc. are excluded from this analysis,
however, their contribution can be estimated once the necessary
factors for cases are available (Fimbres et al., 2014). The primary
energy carriers considered are hard coal, lignite, natural gas and
biomass.
The results in Fig. 9 show that the application of the lower quality energy carrier gives worse net CO2 e balance, that is, a bigger
carbon footprint. Another important issue is the utilization/partial
utilization of renewable energy sources that improves the net CO2 e
balance of the CO2 capture process. The theoretical limit with an
overall positive environmental impact balance should be significantly below the value of 1. The application of Lignite and Hard
coal show values close to this theoretical limit and therefore not
recommended.
3.4. Conclusion
Modeling of CO2 capture with aqueous amine solvents is a crucial point of process design, due to the environmental importance
of the system. The selection of the thermodynamic model is clear
by now since previous authors proved the accuracy of the E-NRTL
model in the VLE calculation. On the basis of measured and simulated enthalpy data we determine the practically constant enthalpy
factor that shows the clear relation between reaction enthalpy and
the temperature in the case of CO2 chemisorption with MEA. Simulation of an existing and functioning pilot plant absorber–desorber
system makes it clear that the equilibrium model is not an adequate
one, and clearly the rate based model should be selected since it
delivers reliable results. The comparison of measured pilot plant
data and modeled results verifies the accuracy of the rate based
model for both test gases. Simple graphical presentation demonstrates why the equilibrium model is not appropriate and it clearly
shows the reason of the necessity of the application of the rate based
model. If the net CO2 e balance is investigated it has paramount
importance to pay attention to the primary energy carrier applied to
heat the absorber-desorber system. The application of a low quality
fuel can result in such a net CO2 removal balance that can jeopardize
the success and merit of the whole CO2 removal process, therefore
such energy carrier should be favored that has low carbon content
and high heating value or a renewable one.
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A szén-dioxid megkötése ipari gázokból
MIZSEY Pétera,b,*és NAGY Tibora
Kémiai és Környezeti Folyamatmérnöki Tanszék, Budapesti MĦszaki és Gazdaságtudományi Egyetem, Budafoki út 8., 1111
Budapest, Magyarország a
MĦszaki Kémiai Kutatóintézet, Pannon Egyetem, Egyetem utca 10, 8200 Veszprém, Magyarország b
1. Bevezetés
A Földi átlaghĘmérséklet változása kapcsán elĘtérbe került
az ún. üvegházhatású gázok emissziójának nyomon követése
és az emisszió lehetĘség szerinti csökkentése. Számos ilyen
üvegházhatású gáz van, melyek emissziója leginkább az
emberi társadalmak energiaszükségletének kielégítéséhez
kapcsolható. Ugyanis ma az energia túlnyomó részét még
mindig fosszilis alapon állítják elĘ.1
Számos légnemĦ komponensnek van üvegház hatása, melyek
közül kiemelkedĘen nagy a vízgĘzé, melyet azonban nem
sorolnak az üvegházhatású gázok közé. Az üvegházhatású
gázok közül különösen a szén-dioxidot Þgyelik, mert
mennyisége folytán ennek a legnagyobb légkörben kifejtett
üvegházhatása. Az egyéb üvegházhatású gázokat (Pl. metán,
nitrogén dioxid) szén-dioxid ekvivalensként számolják, és
így az emissziót CO2e-vel jelölik.

szén-dioxid is van jelen, ami zavarja a biogáz felhasználását.
Indokolatlanul növeli a szállítási energiaszükségletet és rontja
a felhasználás hatékonyságát. Ezért a biogázokból tanácsos
a szén-dioxid eltávolítása, melyre leginkább a tüzelés utáni
kategóriába sorolható technikák a legalkalmasabbak.
2. A vizsgált szén-dioxid leválasztó rendszer
A legelterjedtebb leválasztó rendszer a reaktív abszorpció
elvén üzemelĘ megoldás, ahol a leggyakrabban használt
abszorbens a mono-etanolamin (MEA) 30 %-os vizes
oldata. Az abszorbenst a deszorberben hĘvel regenerálják. A
berendezés vázlata az 1. ábrán látható.

Az emberiség éves szén-dioxid emissziója mintegy 37
milliárd tonna, mely 91%-ban a fosszilis energiahordozók
használatából (energiaipar, közlkedés stb.) és 9% a
mezĘgazdasági tevékenységbĘl származik.2 Ennek a széndioxidnak a fele a természetbe kerül, ahol fotoszintézis
formájában a növények hasznosítják, ill. a tengerekben
oldódik. A többi a levegĘ szén-dioxid tartalmát növeli, mely
érték jelenleg 397 ppmv2.
A szén-dioxid emisszió mennyisége több módon is
csökkenthetĘ:
xenergiaracionalizálással azaz hatékonyabb energiafelhasználással
xmegújuló alapú energiaforrások alkalmazásával,
xcsĘvégi hulladékkezelési technikákkal.
A fosszilis elsĘdleges energiahordozók eltüzelésekor
keletkezĘ szén-dioxid mennyiséget csökkenteni lehet:
xún. „oxy fuel” tüzeléstechnikával,
xtüzelés elĘtti leválasztással
xtüzelés utáni leválasztással.3

1. Ábra. Szén-dioxid leválasztása vizes MEA-val abszorber-deszorber
rendszerben

Számos egyéb abszorbens is szóba jöhet, pl. más aminok,5,6
ionos folyadékok.7 A MEA azért terjedt el széles körben,
mert jó a ciklikus kapacitása, a füstgáz egyéb komponenseire
nem érzékeny, jól és hatékonyan regenerálható. Az ionos
folyadékok esetében gondolni kell arra, hogy azok megkötik
a szénhidrogéneket, hidrogént, nitrogént, oxigént és vizet is,
ezért a regenerálási fázisban erre gondolni kell.8

A legelterjedtebben alkalmazott megoldás a tüzelés utáni
leválasztás, hiszen ez pótlólagosan is hozzáépíthetĘ a már
meglévĘ berendezésekhez.4

Membránberendezések alkalmazásával, gázpermeációs
technikával is leválasztható a szén-dioxid, de a jelenlegi
membránok érzékenyek lehetnek egy esetleges ipari gáz
egyéb komponenseire, és a szelektivitást is Þgyelembe kell
venni.9

Különösen igaz ez az egyre inkább elterjedĘben lévĘ biogáz
gyártás esetére. Ilyenkor ugyanis a keletkezĘ magas metán
tartalmú gázban jelentĘs mennyiségĦ, inertnek tekinthetĘ

A szén-dioxid leválasztó rendszerek jelentĘs része a fosszilis
hĘerĘmĦvek részeként dolgozik, és ez a kapcsolódás
kölcsönösen befolyásolja mindkettĘjük mĦködését.6,10

*
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2.1. Flexibilitás iránti igény

(3)

HĘerĘmĦvek, illetve fosszilis alapú energiaközpontok
mĦködése változhat. Ennek több oka is lehet. Ezek közül
az okok közül azt az esetet vizsgáltuk, amikor tüzelĘanyag
váltás történik. Ennek több oka lehet, pl. energiaellátásbiztonsága (pl. földgázról át kell állni más fosszilis
energiahordozóra), megújuló energiaforrások alkalmazása
(pl. biomassza).
Két esetet vizsgáltunk meg a ßexibilitással kapcsolatos
modellezéseinkben:
1.

állandó füstgáz és biogáz mennyiség; 55 kg/h

2.

állandó energiaellátás; 90 MJ/h

Hét különbözĘ fosszilis eredetnek megfelelĘ füstgáz-elegyet
és egy átlagos biogázt választottunk vizsgálatunk tárgyául
(Táblázat 1).
1. Táblázat Vizsgált füstgázok és biogáz
Tartalom, m/m

H2O

O2

N2

CO2

CH4

Teszt gáz 1 földgáz tüzelés

0,061

0,12

0,737 0,082

-

Teszt gáz 2 magasabb CO2
tartalom

0,062

0,105 0,687 0,147

-

Biomassza

0,089

0,031 0,679 0,199

-

FeketekĘszén 1

0,009

0,048 0,737 0,261

-

FeketekĘszén 2

0,074

0,037 0,683 0,204

-

CCGT, Kombinált ciklus gázturbina+gĘzturbina

0,052

0,142 0,745

0,06

-

Barnaszén

0,161

0,034 0,614

0,19

-

Biogáz

0,001

0,005

0,377 0,617

-

(4)
(5)
A reakciórendszerben Austgen et al.14, Fregiuia15 és
Freguia et al.16 munkáiban található egyensúlyi állandókat
használtuk. A 4 és 5 reakciók esetében reverzibilis reakció
kinetika került alkalmazásra.15, 17
Az egyensúly számítása mellett fontos döntés a mĦveleti
egység, abszorber és/vagy deszorber, számításának modellje.
A legelterjedtebb megoldás az egyensúlyi egységek,
illetve elméleti tányérok módszerének alkalmazása. A
reális viselkedést tányérhatásfokkal veszik ilyen esetben
Þgyelembe.
Krishna18 másképp oldott meg azt a modellezési feladatot. ė
az anyagátadás mértékét, az anyagátadás sebességét számolja
egy adott szegmensen belül, melynek pontosan ismert a
geometriája. Ez az ú.n. „rate based” avagy sebességkontrollált
számítási módszer, melynél nincs szükség a reális viselkedés
Þgyelembe vételéhez a tányérhatásfokra, mert a rate based
modell a tényleges anyagátadási viszonyokat számítja.
Ez persze automatikusan azt is jelenti, hogy az egyes
szegmensekbĘl kilépĘ anyagáramok, ellentétben az elméleti
tányérok módszerével, nincsenek egyensúlyban.
Munkánkban a Technische Universität Kaiserslautern,
Lehrstuhl für Thermodynamik félüzemi abszorberdeszorber rendszerén végzett méréseket használtuk fel.19,20,21
A méréseket a Teszt gáz 1 és a Teszt gáz 2 (1. táblázat)
végezték el. A modellezésnél az abszorberben mért és
általunk számolt hĘmérséklet proÞlt és a szén-dioxid
koncentráció proÞlt Þgyeltük, és hasonlítottuk össze. A
mérések és a számítások összehasonlítására alapesetül a
teszt gáz 2-t választottuk.

A biogáz szén-dioxid mentesítése azért fontos, mert az a
késĘbbiekben zavarhatja, akár tömegénél fogva, a biogázzal
kapcsolatos mĦveleteket, pl. komprimálás, szállítás, akár
magát a biogáz hasznosítását is.
3. Az abszorber-deszorber rendszer modellezése
Az 1. ábrán látható abszorber-deszorber rendszert
választottunk a nyolc ipari gázból (1. Táblázat) történĘ széndioxid leválasztásra. Az abszorbens a MEA 30%-os vizes
oldata.
Számos termodinamikai, egyensúlyszámító modell található
a füst/biogáz – MEA rendszer viselkedésének leírására. Ezek
közül a legelterjedtebb az ú.n. „E-NRTL” modell.11,12,13
A folyadékfázisban a következĘ reakciók vesznek részt:
(1)
(2)

2. Ábra. Mért és számított hĘmérséklet proÞl az abszorberben a teszt gáz
2 esetében.

ElĘször a régebbi és gyakorta használt egyensúlyi modell
alkalmazhatóságát vizsgáltuk meg. A méréseket és a
modellezési eredményeket összevetve azt tapasztaltuk,
hogy az egyensúlyi modell nem alkalmas a modellezési
feladatokra.
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Modelleztük ugyanezt a feladatot a sebességkontrollált azaz
„rate based” modell alkalmazásával is. A deszorbert is a
sebességkontrollált modellel modelleztük. A számításhoz
meg kellett adni a félüzemi méretĦ kolonnák pontos
geomteriai méreteit is, melyeket a már említett forrásokból
és saját tapasztalatainkból vettünk.19,20,21,22 Ezek fĘbb
méretei: az abszorber és a deszorber átmérĘje egyaránt
0,125 m és mindkettĘben Sulzer BX töltet a kolonna belsĘ.
A töltetmagasság az abszorberben 4,25 m, a deszroberben
pedig 2,5 m.
A sebességkontrollált modell a 2 és 3. ábrán látható módon
írja le az abszorber viselkedését a Teszt gáz 2 esetére.

4. Ábra. Optimális L/G arány, ahol a fajlagos energiafogyasztás minimális
a CO2 leválasztásának mértékében.

3. Ábra. Mért és számított koncentráció proÞl az abszorberben a teszt gáz
2 esetében.

Ezek alapján a sebességkontrollált modellt választottuk
vizsgálataink eszközéül.
5. Ábra. Optimális L/G arány, ahol a fajlagos energiafogyasztás
minimális.

3.1. Állandó füstgáz és biogáz mennyiség
A számítások során, akár a 2 és 3. ábrákon, 55 kg/h állandó
ipari gázmennyiséget tételeztünk fel. A gázok összetétele az
1. táblázatban látható.

A 6 és 7. ábra mutatja a számítások eredményeit.

A modellezés elsĘ célja az optimális abszorbens-gáz
arány (L/G) valamint a szén-dioxid leválasztás mértéke, a
leválasztási fok (Ȍ) megállapítása. Az optimalizálás során
azt vizsgáltuk, hogy a szén-dioxid megkötéséhez szükséges
energia okozta környezeti CO2e emisszió, hogy aránylik az
eltávolított CO2-höz. Ez tulajdonképpen azt mutatja, hogy
mennyi energiára van szükség, ha változtatjuk az L/G arányt.
Azaz megállapítottuk a minimális energiafogyasztáshoz,
másképpen CO2e/CO2 leválasztott értékhez tartozó L/G
arányt. Eredményeinket a 4. és 5. ábrán mutatjuk be.
Az együttes optimalizálás azt mutatja, hogy 90%-nál
nagyobb szén-dioxid leválasztás esetén meredeken
emelkedik a fajlagos energiafogyasztás, illetve az azzal
járó deszorber CO2e/CO2 leválasztott, ezért a továbbiakban
mindig 90%-os leválasztással számoltunk.
Az eredményekben látható némi tendencia, ezért
megvizsgáltuk, hogy az ipari gázok, füstgáz vagy biogáz,
szén-dioxid tatalma és az L/G közt van-e tendencia.

6. Ábra. Optimális L/G aránya gáz CO2 tartalma függvényében,
tömegtört.

A tendencia egyértelmĦ, lineáris. Minél több szén-dioxid
van a kezelendĘ ipari gázban, annál több abszorbensre,
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magasabb L/G arányra van szükség. A nagyobb abszorbens
mennyiség természetesen nagyobb energiafogyasztást is
jelent.23

9. Ábra. Optimális L/G arány, ahol a fajlagos energiafogyasztás
minimális.

7. Ábra. Optimális L/G aránya gáz CO2 tartalma függvényében,
mennyiség..

3.2. Állandó energiaellátás
Ez az eset felel meg annak az üzemállapotnak, amikor
változó fosszilis energiahordozóval üzemel egy erĘmĦ vagy
energiaszolgáltató úgy, hogy közben állandó mennyiségĦ
energiát kell szolgáltatnia.
Az állandó ipari gázmennyiség esethez hasonlóan jártunk
el. ElĘször a leválasztási fokot és az optimális L/G arányt
vizsgáltuk. A korábbiakhoz hasonlóan ez is egy együttes
optimalizálási feladatot jelent. Eredményeinket a 8. és 9.
ábra mutatja.
10. Ábra. Optimális L/G aránya gáz CO2 tartalma függvényében,
tömegtört.

A 10. ábrán látható eredmények alapján, az álladó füst-, ipari
gáz esethez hasonlóan, itt is növekszik az otpimális L/G
arány, ha a füstgáz szén-dioxid koncentrációja nĘ.

8. Ábra. Optimális L/G arány, ahol a fajlagos energiafogyasztás minimális
a CO2 leválasztásának mértékében.

Az állandó ipari gázmennyiség esethez hasonlóan itt is a
90%-os szén-dioxid leválasztás felett emelkedik meredeken
a fajlagos energiafogyasztás, illetve az azt jellemzĘ CO2e/
CO2 leválasztott arány.
Megvizsgáltuk, van-e tendencia az L/G arány és a gáz széndioxid tartalma között.

11. Ábra. Optimális L/G aránya gáz CO2 tartalma függvényében,
mennyiség.
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Állandó energiaellátás esetében az eltávolított szén-dioxid
és az abszorber L/G aránya között nem állapítható meg a
vizsgált esetekre egyértelmĦ kapcsolat mint az az állandó
gázmennyiség esetében lehetséges volt.

Megállapítottuk, hogy ha a hĘközpont/hĘerĘmĦ kisebb
fĦtĘértékĦ energiahordozóra vált át, akkor növekszik
a szükséges abszorbens mennyisége. Ez üzemeltetési
gondokat jelenthet.

Megvizsgáltok, hogy energiahordozó váltás esetében, hogy
változik az abszorbens folyadékárama a primer fosszilis
energiahordozó fĦtĘértékével.

Az energiahordozó váltás következtében a szén-dioxid
leválasztóban fellépĘ esetleges üzemzavar elkerülése
érdekében gondolni kell arra, hogy más energiahordozó más
füstgázt jelent, mind mennyiségében mind összetételében,
ami változó üzemi körülményeket is jelent a szén-dioxid
leválasztóban. A változó üzemi körülmények változó
áramlási, hidrodinamikai körülményeket eredményeznek,
ami nem biztos, hogy még az optimális mĦködési
tartományba esik. Ezért lehetĘleg azonos fĦtĘértékĦ
energiahordozót kell lehetĘleg választani váltás esetén. A
leválasztási fok minden esetben 90 %.
Ha a szén-dioxid leválasztó erĘmĦhez kapcsolódik,
befolyásolhatja annak mĦködését, ha a leválasztó
üzemeltetése kedvezĘtlenül változik. Az erĘmĦ stabil
mĦködése érdekében meg lehet a leválasztás mértékét is
változtatni, ami természetesen nem kívánatos változtatás.

12. Ábra. Abszorbens folyadékáramának változása az energiahordozó
fĦtĘértéknek változásával.

Amint a 12. ábra mutatja, minél kisebb a fosszilis
energiahordozó fĦtĘértéke, annál több abszorbensre van
szükség.23
4. Következtetések, konklúzió
A ßexibilis energiapolitika szükséges feltétele az
energiabiztonságnak. Ez változó, jellemzĘen fosszilis
energiahordozók alkalmazását jelenti, ami változó
összetételĦ füstgázt eredményez. Az egyre inkább terjedĘben
lévĘ biogáz és növekvĘ termelt mennyisége szintén
felhívja a Þgyelmet a szén-dioxid mentesítés/leválasztás
szükségességére, hiszen a biogáz kezelését és felhasználását
az inertnek tekinthetĘ szén-dioxid zavarja.
A változó fosszilis energiahordozók változó mennyiségĦ
és összetételĦ füstgázt eredményeznek. A szén-dioxid
leválasztó berendezésnek képesnek kell lennie az ilyen
változások kezelésére úgy, hogy az nem befolyásolja
károsan a hĘközpont/hĘerĘmĦ mĦködését.
Megállapítottuk, hogy a szén-dioxid leválasztását 90%-ig
érdemes elvégezni, függetlenül az energiahordozótól, mert
ezen érték felett a leválasztás hĘigénye ugrásszerĦen nĘ.
Biogáz szén-dioxid tartalma jól leválasztható a bemutatott
módszerrel.
Energiahordozó váltás esetén változik, változtatni kell az
optimális, azaz a minimális energiafogyasztáshoz tartozó
abszorbens/füstgáz arányt. Ha az energiahordozó váltás
eredményeként a leválasztandó szén-dioxid mennyisége nĘ,
akkor az abszorbens mennyisége és a leválasztás hĘigénye
is nĘ.

A leválasztó üzemeltetése, irányítása során ügyelni kell arra,
hogy energiahordozó csere esetén nem csak az abszorbens
– füstgáz arányt kell megváltoztatni, szabályozni, hanem
ezzel egyidejĦleg a deszorber fĦtését is.
A bemutatott eredmények és az azokból levonható
következtetések mind azt az általános érvényĦ igényt húzzák
alá, hogy a szén-dioxid leválasztó tervezésénél is a tervezĘ
mérnöknek ßexibilisre, azaz szélsĘséges üzemállapotok
esetén is jól mĦködĘre kell terveznie a berendezést. Mindez
mutatja a helyes és szakszerĦ mérnöki tervezés fontosságát,
ilyen feladatok megoldása során is.
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The capture of carbon-dioxide from industrial gases
The different industrial gases, for instance ßue gases, biogas, are
the most suitable for CO2 capture considering their origin as point
sources and also the amount of CO2 that is emitted in such form. In
most cases the compositions of ßue gases from exiting boilers vary
in a wide range. Their quantity can also vary depending on needs.

about the validated computer model we build up and use in this
study. Different type of ßue gases: from coal, lignite, natural gas
Þring and also ßue gases from different combustion types such as
power plant boilers and gas turbines are used selected for our study.
The biogas is also involved into our investigation.

The design and operation of the industrial boilers have increasing
importance due to the stricter environmental regulations, aiming
at clean carbon technologies. One of the efforts to meet these
regulations is capturing carbon dioxide with an absorber desorber
system. Considering energy security, boilers should be capable to
operate with various types of fuels and the changing from one fuel to
another or co-Þring signiÞcantly inßuences the ßue gas properties.
The ßue gas- composition and ßow are crucial parameters in
optimizing the operation of a boiler and the absorber-desorber
system therefore such systems should be able to ßexibly function
at different ßue gas conditions, quantities and compositions. These
effects call for special measures in design and control as well.

We set up two scenarios. (i) constant ßue or biogas ßow rates are
assumed (ii) constant boiler performance is assumed that results
in varying ßue gas ßow rates. These two cases can happen when
fossil primary energy sources or biogas operational conditions are
changed or changing.

This article deals with the inßuence of ßue gas composition- and
ßow change on the removal of CO2 We give a general overview

We see the tendency that the CO2 content of the ßue gas is
proportional to the optimal liquid-gas ratio applied in the absorberdesorber system. The energy demand of the CO2 capture under the
scope of environmental impact is taken into account in varying
capture rates and it shows that it increases rapidly if the CO2
removal is getting higher than 90%.
The operational/process control conditions of the absorberdesorber system should be also changed if ßue or biogas changes to
guarantee optimal conditions for the capture of carbon-dioxid.
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